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In 1908 Jack Johnson became the first black heavyweight boxing champion of the world.  

His reign would be rife with controversy, leading to widespread racial violence and draconian 

government intervention.  Lester Walton, theater critic for the New York Age, became obsessed 

with Johnson; his extensive writing on the boxer powerfully reveals not just Walton’s own 

struggle with issues of race in America, but sheds light on the difficulties the black community 

at large faced in trying to make sense of a figure who simultaneously represented hope for the 

positive change Reconstruction failed to produce and, ironically, also threatened to intensify 

the hardships of Jim Crow era oppression. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Jack Johnson, a Galveston, Texas native, was the most famous black man in the United 

States during his reign as heavyweight boxing champion from 1908 until 1915.  He was covered 

more over the course of his reign in both the black and white press than was any other black 

entertainment figure, politician or race leader by orders of magnitude.  According to historian 

Al-Tony Gilmore, “virtually every newspaper, governor, mayor and political aspirant in America 

voiced strong opinions” about the man.1  Johnson was a staple in newspapers, with stories 

arising from his professional successes, his personal foibles and his unyielding determination to 

live life on his own terms often gracing front pages.  Johnson was portrayed hundreds of times 

in newspaper cartoons, often in overtly racist depictions.2  Simply doing his job as a pugilist 

caused riots across the United States and compelled a federal ban on interstate trade of fight 

films.  His love life prompted federal investigations, prosecutions, and anti-miscegenation 

legislation.  Outside of sporting circles Johnson was generally held in contempt by whites, 

though his reception by blacks was more complicated. 

Johnson was a hero to many African Americans.  This is hardly surprising given the 

circumstances in which he created his success.  During an era when a black man could be 

publicly tortured and killed for an imagined slight against a white, Johnson made himself 

1
 Al-Tony Gilmore.  Bad Nigger! The National Impact of Jack Johnson (Port Washington, New York: National 

University Publications, 1975), 9. 
2
 Geoffrey C Ward.  Unforgivable Blackness: The Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2004), xi. 
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wealthy beating up white men and openly dated and married white women.  In a segregated 

world, Johnson made himself the very best in an occupation controlled by whites.  In an era 

when a black man could invite violence for the ‘uppity’ mistake of wearing nice clothes in 

public, Johnson drove fancy cars, wore fur coats and fine suits and maintained a wild personal 

life that could only be dreamed of by most people of any color.3   

Reconstruction’s collapse in 1877 heralded a period described by many historians as the 

‘nadir’ of race relations in the United States.4  This term was introduced by Rayford Logan, who 

saw  1877-1901 as being the most violent and dangerous period for African Americans; other 

historians have expanded the nadir period beyond the 1901 mark well into the mid-twentieth 

century.  Johnson, having been born in 1878 and living until 1946, marks this period with the 

span of his life.  From 1882 through the final year of Johnson’s reign as champion, 1915, there 

were 2,367 confirmed lynchings of black people in the U.S.  Approximately 10% of confirmed 

lynchings of African Americans from 1882 to 1968 occurred in Texas, Johnson’s home state.5   A 

few months before Johnson won the championship a man named Ted Smith was burned alive 

at the Greenville, Texas courthouse lawn before a crowd of 2,000.6  No prosecutions followed 

3
 Jack Johnson’s biography has been masterfully researched in Geoffrey C. Ward’s Unforgivable Blackness: The Rise 

and Fall of Jack Johnson; in 2004 Ken Burns created a documentary for PBS based on the book.  Unforgivable 
Blackness is by far the best researched, most comprehensive biography of the fighter.  Randy Roberts’ Papa Jack: 
Jack Johnson in the Era of White Hopes (1983) is another excellent retelling of Johnson’s life.  Roberts argues that 
Johnson was possessed of a titanic ego and that this ego, confronted with the deeply textured racism of the era, 
made Johnson unbearable and difficult; though this thesis is hardly original, the book is useful.  Finis Farr’s Black 
Champion: The Life and Times of Jack Johnson (1964) is a fair work of popular biography, useful for some quotes by 
Johnson and his contemporaries.  Johnson’s own autobiographical writing, In and Out of the Ring (1992) and My 
Life and Battles (2009) provide insight into the man, but contain some misrepresentations that have been noted by 
his biographers.   
4
 Historian Rayford Logan first used the term "the nadir" to describe this period in his 1954 book The Negro in 

American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-1901. 
5
 Charles Chestnutt Digital Archive. 

6
 http://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/GVMHD/ 
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the man’s murder, though the case drew national attention.  A photo postcard of the burning 

Smith was produced, and examples of 

this postcard, postmarked and scribbled 

with mundane notes still exist. 

In this context, Johnson chose 

professional goals that could only have 

incensed the white public.  He achieved 

success, wealth and fame in a dangerous sport during a far more dangerous time.  Upon the 

occasion of his winning the heavyweight boxing championship he was heralded by some African 

Americans as a savior.  Lester Walton, writing in the New York Age, exclaimed, “every time 

Johnson knocked down Burns a bunch of race prejudice fell, and at the same time the white 

man’s respect for the Negro race went up a notch.”7  Written just a few days following 

Johnson’s victory, this sentiment was far too optimistic to fit the reality that would follow.  Still, 

Walton captured, if not the exact sentiment, then certainly the overtly positive feeling many 

African Americans shared.  The Chicago Tribune reported, “residents of the black belt were 

jubilant last night over the victory of Johnson… all were expressions of unmixed joy.”8  Similar 

words were written of black response to Johnson’s win in newspapers around the country. 

Johnson’s arrival in black communities over the following years drew great crowds of admirers. 

He was invited by black baseball leagues to umpire games. Other African Americans, many of 

whom were “articulate men, newspaper editors, preachers, teachers and race spokesmen” 

7
 Lester Walton, “Where was the ‘Yellow Streak’ Johnson is said to have possessed?” New York Age, December 31, 

1908, 6.  Emphasis added. 
8
 Chicago Tribune, December 1908, 26. 
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condemned Johnson for his profligate spending, wild lifestyle and love of white women.  In 

large part this was a consequence of the very realistic fear many had of potential reprisals 

against black Americans generally for the behavior of this one man. 9      

While Johnson’s notoriety is easy to measure in the many inches of ink dedicated to him 

during the course of his championship run, and his popularity among many African Americans is 

evident in the huge crowds his appearances drew, it remains a matter of some difficulty to 

obtain anything like an exact sense of black public opinion about the man.  White opinion, of 

which there is no small amount, is hardly relevant in any direct sense.  Even elite black opinion 

is somewhat limited in its capacity to convey a general sense of black sentiment about Johnson, 

particularly if one wants to understand how this sentiment changed over time.   While some 

influential black leaders, such as Booker T. Washington and Ida B. Wells criticized Johnson 

publicly, they did so very rarely.  Particularly in light of Johnson’s pervasiveness in the press, 

one might have expected more commentary on him from those who saw themselves as leading 

black opinion. 

The term “elite” deserves some reflection.  In this context “elite black opinion” means 

simply extant views from African Americans of the period.  “Non-elite opinion” or “common 

black opinion” will be used to distinguish extant African American views from those which can 

only be approximated through inference.  Examination of African American folktales related to 

Johnson, to period songs about him and consideration of mass reception of Johnson at public 

events serve to imply a general popular attitude about Johnson.  Typically, only the words of 

9
 Gilmore, 19-21. 
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journalists, some ministers and teachers and political leaders remain to represent black opinion 

for the period in question.  This is very much a class issue, as very few African Americans were 

either educated sufficiently to leave a written record or, even where literacy was not the issue, 

had access to any outlet that would preserve their opinions.  Consequently, much emphasis 

tends to be placed on the few words from black voices that remain to be considered.  Booker T. 

Washington certainly fits the descriptor, “elite.”   Though his public words on Johnson were 

very few, they are often quoted in studies of Johnson.   While this is understandable, given 

Washington’s outsized influence on race relations and, presumably, on black opinion, one 

should not assume Washington or any other elite black voice spoke for most – or even many – 

African Americans.  Furthermore, as will be shown in the next chapter, it is reasonable to 

question the extent to which the words of elite black Americans truly reflected their own 

heartfelt opinions on Johnson. 

Johnson scholar Al-Tony Gilmore notes that in non-elite black opinion Johnson appears 

to have been embraced not just as a living contradiction of racist theories that held black 

people to be physically and mentally inferior to whites, but also as a symbol.  Gilmore identifies 

Johnson as a pure example of the ‘bad nigger’ archetype, a mythical figure dating to slavery 

days who was possessed of an “utter disregard for death and danger” and sought to challenge 

white hegemony.  Many whites certainly saw in Johnson the potential for the latter, fearing 

that other black men might be inspired to self- assertion.  Elite African Americans, fearing wide 

reprisals for Johnson’s behavior could be said to have seen him as a ‘bad nigger’ as well. 

Referring to the work of Samuel Strong, who has done sociological analysis of race through 

examination of social types social types, Gilmore notes that elite and non-elite African 
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Americans had long admired the ‘bad nigger’ figure.  While these groups left little 

documentation of their attitudes about the boxer, Gilmore finds that Johnson became an 

enduring figure in black folklore.  Indeed, many of the apocryphal stories about Johnson bear a 

strong resemblance to Br’er Rabbit tales, folkloric stories derived partly from African sources 

that were popular among black communities during and after slavery.  Br’er Rabbit was a 

trickster who, through guile, wit and occasional sadism, turned the tables on other characters 

thought to represent whites.  Gilmore determines that Johnson became a real-life expression of 

the trickster character.  A number of apocryphal stories about the boxer illustrate the point. 

Jack Johnson went to a Jim Crow Hotel and asked the desk clerk for a room.  When the 
clerk raised and saw that the man was black he angrily responded, ‘We don’t serve your 
kind here.’  Johnson again asked for a room and the clerk replied the same.  The 
champion then laughed, pulled out a roll of money, and politely told the clerk, ‘Oh you 
misunderstood me, I don’t want it for myself, I want it for my wife – she’s your kind! 

In another tale Johnson is said to have been driving fast through Georgia.  The sheriff pulled 

him over and gave him a ticket.  Johnson asked how much the ticket would cost, and the sheriff 

replied, ‘fifty dollars.’  Johnson produced a hundred dollar bill and presented it to the sheriff 

who then tried to give Johnson his change.  Johnson advised him to keep it, as he would be 

driving just as fast on his second trip through town.  In both stories Johnson’s clever words and 

money allow him, like a trickster in a folktale, to invert the power relationship between himself 

and his white adversaries.  If non-elite opinion about Johnson is accessible to historians, it is 

partly in these tales that it can be found. 10   

10
 Gilmore, 19-21. 
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While Gilmore’s argument is compelling, we are still left with an extremely limited sense 

of black opinion about Jack Johnson.  Was the popular embrace of Johnson and its echo in black 

folklore an indicator that most African Americans held unqualified reverence for the man?  Are 

the pronouncements by some elites evidence that most black people (or most of a certain class) 

despised Johnson?  To accept one of these positions is to accept a one-dimensional, static view 

of Johnson and his reception that is certainly insufficient.  To accept both and imagine that 

there was a clear class difference in Johnson’s reception is also unsatisfactory, because it is 

demonstrably false.    These questions are salient partly because Johnson’s time in the spotlight 

lasted nearly seven years.  It is hardly reasonable to imagine that a man living such a dynamic 

public life over such a period, a man who was willing to behave with total disregard for public 

sentiment whether it derived from black or white sources, and a man who truly served as a 

catalyst for actual legal and physical violence against African Americans could have been wholly 

reviled or loved without some complication.  The words of Washington and Wells painted 

Johnson as a problem, but largely as a problem where their own public agendas were 

concerned.  Did they secretly admire or respect the boxer for his triumphs?  Did they privately 

struggle with the problems he posed and the hope his position seemed to offer? Did non-elite 

African Americans struggle as well in accepting Johnson?  What were the terms of the debates 

about Johnson in private discussions among common black folk? People do struggle with their 

beliefs.  They have their faith shaken.  They rationalize or despair when their expectations are 

disappointed.  They change their minds, sometimes many times.  People maintain contradictory 

ideas and ideals.  Where is there evidence of the very human struggle of dealing with the 

explosive reality of a ‘bad nigger’ in our midst during such dangerous times? 
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This kind of question can be particularly difficult for historians.  Gilmore has done the 

best job to date examining black opinion about Johnson over time, but even his work cannot 

bring the reader into the debate and make him a party to the conversation in a way that reveals 

the natural complexity of such a debate in anything but an indirect way.  This is hardly 

Gilmore’s fault.  Historians would have an easy time of it if they could time travel back to a 

black barbershop or living room and eavesdrop on conversations.  There were no polls during 

Johnson’s day that could track changing public opinion by demographic group.  Future 

historians of the early twenty-first century may use social media to track this kind of discussion 

in quite specific terms, developing a focused sense of change over time and illuminating 

ephemeral struggles over specific issues.  That kind of work is virtually impossible when 

studying black opinion in the early twentieth century.  

The best one can usually hope for in searching for this kind of historical information is to 

find something like the records of an organization’s internal debates about a particular issue. 

Sometimes letters and diaries may shed light on these kinds of debates.  The debate between 

W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington over the proper methods to achieve black 

advancement is one area where a great deal of evidence exists concerning the issues they 

debated and how the terms of this debate changed (or remained the same) over time and in 

response to world events.  Even in this case, scholars differ in their assessment of Washington 

and his views; perhaps he was a true accomodationist, but perhaps he was also a bit of a 

trickster himself, in some ways hustling whites for the money and influence he needed to effect 

real change under the guise of gradualism.  A contemporary of Washington wrote in 1908, “Mr. 

Washington’s popularity and prominence depend largely upon the fact that his putative policy 

8



is acceptable to the Southern whites, because he allows them to believe that he accepts their 

estimate of the Negro’s inferior place in the social scheme.”11   This view of Washington as 

politically savvy crystalized into his depiction as a classic trickster by historian Frederick McElroy 

nearly a century later.12 

In any case, Jack Johnson was never the subject of such a coherent and public personal 

debate, despite the great volume of newspaper ink dedicated to him.  Amazingly, hiding in plain 

sight under the noses of historians for over a century, there resides an unusual collection of 

writings about Jack Johnson that reveal the frustrations, hopes and fears of one man who, as an 

elite African American, struggled with the reality of Jack Johnson in a way that reveals the 

impermanent, frustrated, contradictory and emotional response one imagines many people 

must have felt about Johnson over time. 

Lester Walton, the man who declared Johnson’s ascension to the heavyweight throne 

heralded the coming end of racism in America, became obsessed with the boxer.  Over the 

course of nearly seven years, Johnson was a singular focus for the newspaperman.  Walton 

authored a regular account of Johnson’s activities and of their import for the black race, often 

elevating Johnson to great heights, but sometimes taking Johnson seriously to task.  In his 

writing, Walton left a record of the emotional and intellectual trials Johnson represented for 

him.  In Walton’s writing, we find the only coherent chronicle of the difficulties and delights 

Johnson provided for African Americans over the course of his championship reign.  Walton’s 

11
 Kelly Miller, “Radicals and Conservatives,” Race Adjustments (New York: Neale, 1908).  Quoted in Siva 

Vaidhyanathan, “The Interlocutor of Tuskegee: The Role of Humor in Up From Slavery,” Counterblast: e-Journal of 
Culture and Communication 1, n.1 (November 2001)  (Accessed May 15, 2013). 
12

 Frederick L. McElroy, “Booker T. Washington as Literary Trickster,” Southern Folklore 49, No.2, 1992. 
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work reveals Johnson to be a figure to be both admired and entrusted with shaking the 

dominion of racism; it also portrayed Johnson as the dangerous character some feared would 

bring the violence of racist white America down on all their heads.  Walton’s writing provides 

an unusual look into the very human challenge of making sense of a kind of sociocultural free 

radical whose impact on the chemistry of American society and black culture was 

unpredictable, exhilarating and very dangerous.  One can also gain a meaningful insight into the 

evolving thinking of Walton, a man who would eventually leave the newspaper business to 

serve as a dedicated ‘race man’ and, eventually, a wartime diplomat who would be honored to 

grace the cover of The Crisis. 

Walton’s collected writings bring to life the difficulties of placing too much hope in one 

man’s ability to impact the cultural momentum of racism.  They reveal the furious work people 

engage in to accommodate reality to their beliefs.  They also reveal the tremendous problem 

Jack Johnson posed to all black Americans who hoped for civic, economic and political equality. 

In the end, Lester Walton’s six-and-a-half year conversation with himself about the boxer 

provides a far greater insight into the formation of black opinion about Johnson than do all the 

collected commentaries of Walton’s contemporaries, though names like Washington, Du Bois 

and Wells, rather than Walton, populate the historiography of African Americans in Jim Crow 

America.  

The following chapters will examine Johnson’s life and the response of African 

Americans to it.  Chapter one provides a brief biography of Johnson.  Chapter two summarizes 

elite African American views of Johnson and considers their value as barometers of black 

10



opinion.  Lester Walton’s life is attended to in chapter three, while chapter four consists of a 

deep examination of Walton’s writing about Johnson.   The concluding chapter synthesizes all 

this information to determine what may be gleaned both about black opinion about Johnson 

and to reveal what may be learned of Lester Walton’s evolving thought on matters of race 

during this early period of his public career.  

11



CHAPTER 2 

THE GALVESTON GIANT 

John Arthur “Jack” Johnson was born in Galveston, Texas on March 31, 1878.  He arrived 

in a world where black elites sought to lift their race into civil and economic equality with a 

white majority struggling to contend with the social transformations wrought by the Civil War 

and the end of slavery.  Johnson would mature into a uniquely talented athlete whose peculiar 

self-regard caused him to identify as an individual rather than a member of an oppressed class. 

Though born free, he grew up in a world where black life was held cheap. As difficult as life 

could be for black people in the South, Johnson’s childhood in Galveston was oppressed by 

poverty more than by the color line.   Johnson recalled that whites and blacks in this harbor 

town were uniformly poor and mixed freely, eating the same foods and living in the same slum 

neighborhoods.  After a brief stint in school, Johnson dropped out and took employment as a 

dock worker.   He took up boxing and quickly developed a reputation as a highly skilled 

defensive boxer.  He was in fact a genius in the ring whose masterful defense disheartened 

challengers and whose ring intelligence and fast, heavy hands demolished his opponents.  His 

tendency to verbally demoralize his opponents and joke with the crowd while avoiding all 

punishment often generated criticism from white observers who felt his style was cowardly and 

his demeanor inappropriate for a black man.  In contrast, John L. Sullivan, former heavyweight 

champion, first great American sports figure and friend to President Roosevelt had been 

revered for his arrogance; he was famous for entering saloons and announcing, “I can lick any 

man in the house.”  ‘Gentleman’ Jim Corbett, vanquisher of Sullivan and acknowledged master 
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of scientific, defensive boxing was renowned for his skill as “the cleverest boxer of the day,” a 

title that would later be ironically bestowed upon Johnson by Lester Walton.13  Both former 

champions had the benefit of fair pigmentation.  In Jack Johnson clever defense indicated a 

‘yellow streak’ and arrogance was interpreted as uppitiness. 

In 1908 Johnson challenged the then current heavyweight champion, Tommy Burns of 

Canada.  The fight was held in Australia, as American venues would not sanction the mixed-race 

match.  Johnson easily won the contest, taunting the crowd and his opponent all the while.  He 

returned to America a conquering hero among many African Americans.  Johnson had become 

the first black world heavyweight boxing champion. 

Johnson’s tenure as champion would be rife with controversy and tragedy.  Johnson was 

held by many to be a savior for black Americans.  After all, he had literally beaten up the (white) 

man acknowledged as the greatest fighter in the world.  This was a significant position to 

inhabit; though boxing existed in a quasi-legal state at the time, the heavyweight champion was 

revered.  Boxing was hugely popular, particularly in the growing urban centers of America.  At a 

time of expanding national concerns about the decline of masculinity the heavyweight 

champion was the paragon of manliness.  Urbanization, the expansion of industrial labor and 

the consequent perceived increase in alienation of men from their labor produced great public 

apprehension over the state of masculinity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.14  

Blackness (non-whiteness), like femininity, constituted the negative space within which 

13
 “Death of Former Champion Recalls Colorful Rise of Bank Clerk to Kingship of Ring.” San Francisco News, 

February 18, 1933. 
14

 Michael Kimmel.  Manhood in America: A Cultural History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 55-7. 

13



manliness was defined.  Gail Bederman, in Manliness & Civilization: A Cultural Study of Gender 

and Race in the United States, 1880-1917, features Johnson as kind of living litmus test for the 

linking of race and masculinity.  White men viewed themselves as possessing “manliness,” a 

civilizing cultural trait related to but not entirely determined by the mere fact of maleness. 

According to Bederman, “race became a factor which was crucial to their [white men’s] 

gender.”15  It was hardly unusual for dark skin to be associated with feminized or degraded 

traits.  

While some black men had become champions, none had been allowed to contend for 

the heavyweight championship.  Joe Gans, named by Ring magazine editor Nat Fleischer the 

greatest lightweight boxer of all time, reigned in the lightweight division from 1902 to 1908.  

The Boston Globe said of Gans, he is “one of the most wonderful fighters from a scientific view 

that the world has ever known. There is not a trick or point that he does not know, and he has a 

terrific punch with either hand.”16  While Ring magazine and other voices inside boxing would 

later trumpet the greatness of Jack Johnson’s boxing ability, his accomplishments, unlike those 

of Gans, were overshadowed by racist reaction to his becoming champion.  White fighters were 

hardly high society gentlemen themselves, and though boxing came under attack from a 

number of quarters in the early twentieth century as being barbaric and associated with 

drinking and gambling, the sustained assault on Johnson was clearly aimed at him personally. 

Conversely, many African Americans reacted with great happiness and optimism at Johnson’s 

triumph.   But why?  The simple fact of his having become champion was not enough, otherwise 

15
 Bederman, 4-5. 

16
 “To Battle for the Championship,” Boston Daily Globe,  September 2, 1906, 29. 
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Gans would have generated a stronger response from both black and white observers.  The 

behaviors which would most alienate the public from Johnson only revealed themselves fully 

over time, which explains nothing of the immediate reaction Johnson engendered.  Johnson’s 

status as heavyweight champion, a position that made John L. Sullivan the first American 

popular culture hero, magnified the importance of Johnson’s transgressions, beginning with his 

transgression of the color line.  It would have been nearly impossible for most African 

Americans to view his victory as less than a triumph over racist ideology; this was not lost on 

white observers, who then had to rationalize the rise of a black man to this position and who 

feared the consequences of the event should other black man take Johnson’s victory to be a 

comment on their own dignity.  

Though some sportswriters would acknowledge his ring prowess, few outside the sport 

approved of his being given a chance to win the championship in the first place.  Theodore 

Roosevelt, a boxer himself, would eventually denounce boxing simply on the merits of 

Johnson’s having secured and defended the title.  Many, particularly after his well-publicized 

defeat of  ‘white hope’ Jim Jeffries in 1910, articulated concern for the upheaval in race 

relations  that would certainly result from black men looking to Johnson and imagining they 

also could hope to achieve in this life or, worse yet, that they could exercise violence against a 

white man without fear of reprisals.  “[T]he Negroes will continue more or less to leeringly and 

jeeringly jubilate at the expense of white people which will not tend to lessen the number of 

race riots and their fearful consequences,” editorialized the El Paso Times.17  The Los Angeles 

17
 El Paso Times, July 6, 1910. 
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Times was more explicit in its editorial aimed at black fans of Johnson: “Let not your ambition 

be inordinate or take a wrong direction. Remember you have done nothing at all.  You are just 

the same member of society you were last week…”18  Jack Johnson was a world phenomenon; 

his victories in the ring and his behavior outside it variously inspired hero-worship, fear, and 

great concern from all areas of black and white society. 

Upon Johnson’s attainment of the title, no less a figure than Jack London called for the 

return of retired, undefeated Jim Jeffries to “emerge from his alfalfa farm and remove the 

golden smile from Jack Johnson's face.”19  Though London’s personal attitudes on race are 

subject to some debate (he freely described Johnson as the more intelligent, better talent in 

the contest with Burns) the apparent racism of London’s comment fed what would become a 

growing frenzied search for a ‘great white hope.’ 

Johnson maintained the title through four defenses over the course of the next two 

years until Jim Jeffries finally met him in a ring in Reno, Nevada.  Much of the prefight hype 

could be charitably described as race-baiting.  Tex Rickard, promoter for the fight, encouraged 

the inflammation of racial feeling before the fight and convinced the fighters to play along, 

though later both would argue against any racial significance in the bout.20  Rickard had used 

the ploy of framing a boxing match as a contest for racial superiority once before in his 

promotion of the Joe Gans-Oscar Mathæus “Battling” Nelson fight four years previously.21 

Rickard understood the promotional math involved in selling tickets.  Fans who had a stake in 

18
 “A Word to the Black Man,” Los Angeles Times, July 6, 1910. 

19
 Ward, 133. 

20
 Gilmore, 33. 

21
 Ward, 169. 
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one of the combatants would spend money on the contest; the simplest way to generate fan 

identification with the fighters in racially divided America was to focus on the pigment of the 

athletes’ skin. 22  In maintaining a strict color line throughout his remaining career, Johnson 

himself capitalized on the money-generating impact of racist sentiment.  In the lead-up to the 

Reno fight Rickard correctly understood that most of the promotional work in this regard would 

be done for free by racist newspapermen, though he was not above doling out bribes to ensure 

sensational prefight coverage.23   His success in generating wide interest in the fight was made 

clear by a writer for the Chattanooga Times: “…the interest of the majority of the ninety-odd 

millions of people in these United States is centered on Reno today.”24  Even Booker T. 

Washington, who had turned down an offer to work as a reporter at the fight, set aside a room 

in his Tuskegee Institute to receive updates from Reno via telegraph.25 

Johnson comprehensively won the fight.  Having bloodied and embarrassed Jeffries, all 

the while playing to the crowd and hurling sarcastic remarks at Jim Corbett, who was working 

Jeffries’ corner, Johnson finally knocked out the former champion in the fifteenth round.  The 

victory was very different than Johnson’s accomplishment in Australia two years previous.  This 

fight took place on American soil, was the focus of the nation and had been sold to the public as 

a racial struggle.  The scene was set for an explosion. 

22
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Riots broke out across the nation.  Between eleven and twenty-six people were killed 

and hundreds wounded, most black.  Newspapers brimmed with opinion on the racial impact of 

the fight and admonishments to black readers who might become too proud; the Los Angeles 

Times wrote, “Do not point your nose too high.  Do not swell your chest too much…  No man 

will think a bit higher of you because your complexion is the same as that of the victor at 

Reno.”26 A movement to ban fight films quickly grew and was eventually successful.  The search 

for a great white hope continued.  

Even the former U.S. President weighed in with an opinion.  Theodore Roosevelt’s love 

of boxing as an expression of the strenuous life was legendary.   He had been friends with many 

boxers, including John L. Sullivan and “Battling” Nelson. He is known to have sparred with some 

of them, and he lost the vision in his left eye while boxing at the White House.    He had, during 

his tenure as New York Police Commissioner, supported the establishment of boxing clubs in 

the city.27  In fact, it was reported that the first ticket sold for the Johnson-Jeffries bout, 

engraved in gold, was presented to Roosevelt.28  Roosevelt had once declared, “Far better is it 

to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checked by failure...than to rank 

with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live in a gray 

twilight that knows not victory nor defeat.”29  Though this general philosophy about courage 

certainly seemed apt in the case of Johnson, Roosevelt did not appear to see the connection.  

Upon Johnson’s defeat of Jim Jeffries in 1910, Roosevelt renounced boxing, declaring, “I 
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sincerely trust that public sentiment will be so aroused, and will make itself felt so effectively, 

as to guarantee that this is the last prize fight to take place in the United States.30   

Roosevelt’s call for the demise of prizefighting was left unanswered, though Johnson 

only fought once more in the United States.  One of the most important fights of his career 

would take place, not in the boxing ring, but in a court of law.  The Mann Act, also known as the 

White Slave Traffic Act was passed during a time of great cultural upheaval and massive 

mobilization of purity movements.   The act, named for is author, Illinois congressman James 

Robert Mann, had been portrayed as a remedy against forced sexual slavery of women by 

immigrant sex traffickers.  Under the assumption that no woman would willingly choose to be a 

prostitute, the act rendered illegal the “transport in interstate commerce…  [of] any woman or 

girl for the purposes of prostitution or debauchery… or to engage in any other immoral 

practices.”  The law gave wide discretion to investigators and prosecutors when it came to 

prying into and controlling the private lives of citizens. 

Some in the government had been looking for a way to prosecute Johnson under the 

act.  In 1912, Lucille Cameron, whom Johnson had met at his Chicago playground, the Café du 

Champion, was forced to give a statement about Johnson.  Though she had worked as a 

prostitute, she refused to testify that Johnson had in any way facilitated her in conducting this 

line of work.  The case against Johnson was empty.  Later that same year Johnson and Cameron 

married.   In May 1913 the government brought a second case against Johnson.  He was 

charged with crossing state lines with Belle Schreiber, a prostitute with whom Johnson had 

30
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enjoyed a rocky relationship.  She had reason to dislike Johnson, who had set her aside for 

another woman.  Schreiber, who could not under oath recall whether she had loved him and 

who testified under oath that he had asked, rather than compelled, her to travel across state 

lines, insisted he had conceived the idea of providing her a flat where she could practice her 

trade.  That she had moved a number of times before to find work was irrelevant to the 

prosecution and to the law.  Johnson was found guilty under the Mann Act and sentenced to 

the maximum one year and one day.  

Following his prosecution Johnson fled the country to avoid his sentence, returning only 

after finally losing the title in 1915.  White attitudes about Johnson had only intensified with 

the prosecution; black opinion had fallen to new lows.  Johnson’s open dalliances and 

numerous marriages to white women were simply too much for most of black America to 

tolerate; at least, this was true for many prominent African Americans whose opinions were 

recorded.  Still, some quarters defended him.  The Chicago Defender, one of the foremost black 

newspapers, announced, “Jack Johnson is Crucified for His Race.”   Lester Walton, obviously 

upset at Johnson’s inability to serve in his role as champion of racial uplift, for the moment 

joined Booker T. Washington in casting stones of moral righteousness.31 

For his part, Johnson remained defiant: 

First I want to say that nothing ever is said of the white man who waylays the 
little colored girl when she goes to market… But when the Negro does something 
that is not nearly so serious there is a great hue and cry.  I do want to say that I 

31
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am not a slave and that I have the right to choose who my mate shall be without 
the dictation of any man.  I have eyes and I have a heart and when they fail to 
tell me who I shall have as mine I want to be put away in a lunatic asylum. 32 

Johnson was manifestly so much more than a boxing champion.  His black skin imposed 

certain conditions of existence that were unavoidable.  He was taken as a hero and a villain.  

Yet, Johnson never saw himself as a hero for his race.  He never took the cause of racial uplift as 

his own.  He was, in demeanor, a perfect boxer. This is not the same as saying he was a master 

of his craft, which without doubt he was.  Rather, it means he embodied the spirit of pugilism 

perfectly.  Boxers have trainers, managers and other helpers. At fight time these people are 

referred to as ‘seconds.’  This is an acknowledgement that the bell which begins a boxing match 

tolls for two men, who separately and as individuals strive for survival, dignity and victory.  In 

the ring a boxer faces the very real prospect of being injured or killed.  The way he chooses to 

face this threat may define him as fearless or cowardly, crafty or brutal in the minds of his fans; 

more important than any of this is his ability to set aside the needs of the crowd for blood, the 

expectations of the sportswriters for any particular kind of showing, and to impose his own will, 

first on himself, next on his opponent. 

That Jack Johnson did this in the ring is impressive.  The fact that he lived his life outside 

the ring in a similar fashion was explosive.  In a sense, Jack Johnson represented the vision of 

uplift ideology perfectly; he took advantage of opportunity to express unequalled excellence.  

He was the best in his chosen profession, and boxing is such that this kind of excellence speaks 

for itself.  Johnson was a great financial success, and he wore nice clothes, attended theater 
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and enjoyed opera.  He studied cooking and played double bass.  Many who met him declared 

Johnson pleasant and formidable in conversation.  His success made him world famous.33 

Johnson’s fame meant he was taken as a hero by many African Americans and taken to 

represent the entire black race by many whites.  This was problematic for uplift-oriented black 

elites who looked to Johnson’s money and saw profligate spending and gambling; who looked 

to his physical appearance and saw ostentatious clothing, gold teeth and a boldly shaved head; 

who looked to his hobbies and despaired to find drinking, prostitutes and fast cars among 

them.  Jack Johnson was the very expression of success, but the way he enjoyed it was in no 

way acceptable to those who, like Booker T. Washington, felt African Americans should not 

offend whites, but should seek to impress upon them a refined image of black culture. 

Johnson’s worst sin was to date white women and marry three of them.  Lynchings were often 

excused by whites who alleged the victims of this terror campaign had molested white women. 

Though Ida B. Wells demonstrated this explanation was spurious, black transgression against 

white sexuality remained a potent, incendiary trope for racist whites.  Interracial intimacy was 

denounced for various reasons, particularly those whose uplift framework was rattled by such 

an affront to whites.  It was this that, according to most Johnson scholars, ultimately 

guaranteed Johnson’s status as pariah among black elites.  However, it is clear that opinions 

varied among black elites in direct proportion to the differences in their stated ideologies, and 

the extent to which this status was truly assigned to the boxer is in some dispute, as will be 

demonstrated in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ELITE BLACK OPINION 

At the dawn of the twentieth century prospects for a better future for black Americans 

were bleak.  As noted by Eric Foner, “What remains certain is that Reconstruction failed, and 

that for blacks its failure was a disaster whose magnitude cannot be obscured by the genuine 

accomplishments that did endure.”34  Violence against African Americans dramatically 

increased as discontented whites sought to repair the fraying of a social order that guaranteed 

the privileges of citizenship and economic advance for them exclusively.  This period, 

distinguished by the rise of Jim Crow and symbolized by the gruesome public ritual of lynching, 

has been described as the nadir of American race relations.  W.E.B. Du Bois famously wrote in 

1935 that “the slave went free; stood a brief moment in the sun; then moved back again 

toward slavery.”35 

White political and intellectual leaders publicly defended a racist hegemony that 

defined black people as essentially inferior, both morally and mentally.  For them 

Reconstruction had conclusively demonstrated that African Americans were simply not fit for 

full citizenship.   Social Darwinism, as interpreted by racist whites, showed this to be a natural 

condition.  Republican presidents Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard Taft openly held to 

the belief in black intellectual inferiority.  Both imposed increased restrictions on black political 

participation. 
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Outright rebellion against America’s recrystallizing caste system was hardly possible. 

However, black Americans were nominally free and a few were able to distinguish themselves 

as leaders, accumulating some power and setting a course for equality.  As with any human 

endeavor, opinions differed on the direction and even the vehicle for this course. 

Booker Taliaferro Washington was an educator and author who had been born a slave, 

yet advised Republican presidents Roosevelt and Taft on issues of race.  He founded the 

Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute in 1881, and using this as a base of operations, 

preached a gradualist doctrine of patient assimilation through thriftiness, moral behavior, 

industrial education, hard work and an acceptance that racism and its social implications could 

not be defeated by main force.  In effect this meant that, through an acceptance of racial 

subordination as an unavoidable, but temporary burden, African Americans could cultivate and 

gradually secure the trust and respect of whites while developing some tradable skills.  

Washington also called for blacks to behave in a manner that gave the lie to the negative 

caricatures that, for many whites, represented black people as a race.  Washington reserved 

the right to take African Americans to task, both publicly and privately, for behavior he deemed 

belittling to the race or counterproductive in dealing with racism.  Speaking before the Cotton 

States and International Exposition in Atlanta in 1895, he earned the appreciation of many 

white Americans while painting a target on his own back for blacks who felt his philosophy was 

a betrayal: 

The wisest of my race understand that the agitation of questions of social 
equality is the extremest folly and that progress in the enjoyment of all the 
privileges that will come to us must be the result of severe and constant struggle 
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rather than artificial forcing.  The opportunity to earn a dollar in a factory just 
now is worth infinitely more than to spend a dollar in an opera house.36 

Some wondered how valuable a dollar was in any case when black men and women could be 

publicly tortured and killed without recourse. 

In considering the few statements by Washington about Johnson to have survived, 

scholars have concluded that the Wizard of Tuskegee was appalled by the behavior of Jack 

Johnson.    Though Johnson represented a clear contradiction to racist ideology – he was simply 

and conclusively better than any white man he had faced in the ring– Washington could not 

stomach the champion’s lifestyle.  From ostentatious clothing to openly courting white wives to 

thriftless spending, Jack Johnson’s response to success flew in the face of Washington’s plan for 

racial reconciliation and challenged uplift ideology’s message to whites.  Never mind that 

Johnson behaved about as well as any heavyweight champion: his lifestyle was hardly more 

extreme than that of the great John L. Sullivan, whose drinking and carousing were legendary.  

As the fight with Jim Jeffries loomed, Washington had a letter drafted for an attorney friend of 

Johnson’s recommending the name of a manager and admonishing Johnson to remain humble 

and project the proper image of a Negro who can “stand a large prosperity.”37   

Johnson appears not to have taken any advice that may have reached him, but he did 

not ignore Washington.  As Bat Masterson would later write of Johnson, “He could hold his own 

in a verbal combat surprisingly well.”38  On one occasion Johnson remarked, “I never got caught 

36
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in the wrong flat.  I never got beat up because I was looking in the wrong keyhole.”39  This was a 

reference to Washington having been assaulted while allegedly peeping through a keyhole at a 

woman.  On another occasion, Johnson offered a more considered critique of Washington; 

Johnson declared that it was in fact the Tuskegee educator who had caused insult to the image 

of black Americans by accepting an invitation to the White House from Theodore Roosevelt.  

Johnson’s specific complaint was that a private visit was hardly a sign of personal affection, 

whereas a public dinner with family and political advisors would have demonstrated a greater 

degree of respect for Washington and the race he presumed to represent.40  In one of his more 

sober critiques of Washington, Johnson wrote that he “has to my mind not been altogether 

frank in the statement of the problem or courageous in his solutions.”  By way of contrast, 

Johnson said of Frederick Douglas, the man whose pulpit Washington saw himself as having 

inherited, his “honest and straightforward program has had more of an appeal to me, because 

he faced issues without compromising.41   

On the occasion of Johnson’s being charged under the Mann Act, Washington made a 

somewhat limp stab at him.  Having initially refused to comment on the possible guilt or 

innocence of Johnson in regard to charges of white slavery in 1912, Washington wrote, “I do 

not believe it is necessary for me to say that the honest, sober element of the Negro people of 

the United States is as severe in condemnation of this kind of immorality… as any other portion 
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of the community.”42    The upshot of this comment is Washington’s favorable comparison of 

the African American moral fiber with that of whites.  

On October 20, 1912, Washington stated before a crowd at the Detroit YMCA: 

It is unfortunate that a man with money should use it in a way to injure his own people 
in the eyes of those who are seeking to uplift his race and improve his condition.  
Chicago is now witnessing a good example of the result of educating a man to earn 
money without due attention having been given his mental and spiritual development. 

In misrepresenting the colored people of this country this man is harming himself the 
least.  I wish to say emphatically that his actions do not meet my personal approval, and 
I am sure they do not meet with the approval of the colored race.  

Johnson, fortunate or rather unfortunate, it seems, in the possession of money, is doing 
a grave injustice to his race.  It only goes to prove my contention that all men should be 
educated along mental and spiritual lines in connection with their physical education. 

A man with muscle, minus brains, is a useless creature.  Education, in addition to fitting 
a man for earning money, should prepare him for the attainment of life’s higher goals.43 

The YMCA statement is commonly quoted by Johnson scholars.  This is not surprising, as 

it is one of the few surviving public statements Washington ever made about Johnson.  It 

appears to be a harsh denunciation of the pugilist, but careful consideration suggests 

otherwise.  If one can forget for a moment that the words concern Jack Johnson, what remains 

is a fairly formulaic commentary from Washington that is entirely in line with his stated 

philosophy of thrift and his advocacy of industrial education.  It should not be forgotten that 

Washington was, above all else, a politician.  He was the conduit for massive amounts of 

charitable donations, much of it coming from sympathetic white donors.  Washington used this 

money and his connections to expand his educational empire.  While the YMCA statement can 
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be read as a personal denunciation of Johnson, one would find it near impossible to imagine 

anything else Washington could have said on the subject without risking the displeasure of the 

very people whose respect and support he had earned in his Atlanta speech so long ago.  He 

had built an empire on the positions he mapped in 1895.  What possible gain could he have 

anticipated by endorsing Johnson in any way?  More to the point, Washington’s comments on 

Johnson appear to use the fighter as a starting point for his larger arguments.  To what extent 

should we imagine Washington thoroughly despised Johnson, and to what extent should we 

recognize that Johnson may simply have served as an effective counterpoint for Washington as 

he continued to sell his brand of racial uplift to sensitive whites?   Washington’s statements 

about Johnson and the letter he had sent to the fighter say a great deal more about 

Washington’s pedagogical philosophy and his plan for racial reconciliation than they do about 

elite black opinion.  Indeed, they are hardly conclusive evidence of his own private thoughts 

about Johnson. 

Johnson also incurred the disapproval of Ida B. Wells, the daring journalist whose work 

exposing the evils of lynching made her famous.  Johnson had opened the Café de Champion in 

Chicago, an integrated saloon that, in Wells’ words, “became the resort of the kings and queens 

of the pugilistic world,” where “the leading sports and their lady friends of the white race were 

entertained upstairs, with Jack Johnson as the bright particular star.”  Wells noted in the 

Fellowship Herald that Johnson would have been better advised to finance a gymnasium for 

black boys in Chicago’s south side.  This would have had the effect of benefiting black youth and 
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challenging the color line drawn in white gymnasia.”44  Wells’ rather bland denunciation of 

Johnson has the quality of distancing her from the image he projected.  Beyond that, there is 

little to recommend it in terms of gaining insight into elite black opinion on the subject.45  

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois, the first black American to earn a doctorate, a 

professor at Atlanta University and one of the co-founders of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), took issue with Booker T. Washington’s approach to 

the race problem.  He named the plan as detailed in Washington’s 1895 speech the ‘Atlanta 

Compromise’; where Washington offered a promise not to agitate for equality, Du Bois 

advocated direct action against racism, political and economic disenfranchisement and 

lynching.  He did not go so far as to advocate violent revolt, and he felt the new day would be 

ushered in by the work of a ‘Talented Tenth,’ elite black intellectuals who would set the 

standard for racial progress through education and the advancement of culture among African 

Americans.  With William Monroe Trotter, Du Bois founded the Niagara Movement in 1905, 

which listed civil liberty, equal access to education, erasure of the color line and political access 

among its immediate goals.  Submissiveness in the face of inequity was explicitly condemned by 

Du Bois and the Niagara Movement: 

We refuse to allow the impression to remain that the Negro-American assents to 
inferiority, is submissive under oppression and apologetic to insults… we do not 

44
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hesitate to complain, and to complain loudly and insistently.  To ignore, overlook 
or apologize for these wrongs is to prove ourselves unworthy of freedom.46 

Du Bois, Washington’s great critic and main competitor for the minds of black 

Americans, chose a very different approach to the issue of Jack Johnson than did the Tuskegee 

educator.   In some ways, the fighter was the physical embodiment of Du Bois’ philosophy; he 

represented an ideal black man in that he refused to allow the impression that he assented to 

inferiority, he was anything but submissive under oppression and he seemed unaware of the 

possibility that he might apologize to insults.  Kasia Boddy, author of Boxing: A Cultural History, 

has gone so far as to recommend Johnson’s inclusion in W.E.B. Du Bois’ Talented Tenth, noting 

that James Weldon Johnson and Robert Coady, publisher of the magazine Soil described , 

Johnson’s ‘shadow dancing’ as the ‘most beautiful dancing of modern times.’ 47 48 

On the other hand, Johnson never did “complain loudly and insistently” about racism.  It 

was not that he was overwrought with concern over offending white people.  It was just that he 

had little interest either way.  This, of course, cut both ways as his lack of concern extended to 

black opinion as well.  Johnson once declared, “I have found no better way of avoiding race 

prejudice than to act with people of other races as if prejudice did not exist.”49  It is hard to 

imagine this policy being effective for very many black men other than Jack Johnson; unlike 

most African American men of his day, Johnson had the benefit of being wealthy and being a 
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source of wealth for other men.  His was a kind of freedom that even most white men could not 

enjoy. 

W.E.B. Du Bois was certainly not afraid to offend with strong criticism.  Referring to 

three great black boxers of the day he wrote, “There is only one reason in the world for stealing 

Siki's title, banning Johnson and refusing Wills a chance, and that is that white folk are afraid to 

meet black folk in competition whenever equality and fairness in the contest are necessary.”50  

While he did not elevate Johnson to hero status, he was prepared to consider the man for his 

talents in his field and cast any criticism of his extra-pugilistic activities back into the face of 

white America: 

Boxing has fallen into disfavor—into very great disfavor. To see publications like 
the New York Times roll their eyes in shivery horror at the news from Paris (to 
which it is compelled to give a front page) makes one realize the depths to which 
we have fallen. The cause is clear: Jack Johnson… has out-sparred an Irishman… 
Neither he nor his race invented prize fighting or particularly like it. Why then 
this thrill of national disgust? Because Johnson is black. Of course, some pretend 
to object to Mr. Johnson's character. But we have yet to hear, in the case of 
white America, that marital troubles have disqualified prize fighters or ball 
players or even statesmen. It comes down, then, after all to this unforgivable 
blackness. Wherefore we conclude that at present prize fighting is very, very 
immoral, and that we must rely on football and war for pastime until Mr. 
Johnson retires or permits himself to be ‘knocked out.’51 

Du Bois’ approach neatly excised everything but Johnson’s ring prowess from discussion 

of the champ’s worth and served it back to Johnson’s critics in a casserole of irony and 

venom. 
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Later, writing on the issue of miscegenation, Du Bois’ only specific mention of 

Johnson was, “Granted that Johnson and Miss Cameron proposed to live together, was 

it better for them to be legally married or not?”  Ultimately Du Bois concluded that such 

marriages should not be banned.52  Again, his comments on Johnson were hardly about 

the fighter at all, though it was Johnson’s flagrant behavior that had compelled 

proposed legislation banning white and black unions. 

Just as Washington had used Johnson as a hook on which to hang his arguments 

about education and proper behavior of African Americans (for the benefit of white 

observers), Du Bois used the national sensation of Johnson’s exploits to attack white 

racism.  One strains to find any opinion about Jack Johnson expressed at all. 

Another black intellectual of the period, James Weldon Johnson, also weighed in on 

Johnson in terms that were as much about race as they were about the boxer himself. J.W. 

Johnson entertained the future champion in his apartment a number of times three years 

before Johnson won the title.  He wrote of the prizefighter, “It was easy to like Jack Johnson… 

and I like him particularly well.”53   J.W. Johnson was generally sympathetic to the boxer, and 

his comments tended to minimize Johnson’s poor behavior in favor of highlighting his example 

as an expression of excellence and as a symbol whites could not ignore.  As we shall see in 

chapter four his opinion cleaves very closely to Walton’s views as expressed on the occasion of 

Johnson’s defeat in 1915.  Compared to the statements of Washington, Du Bois and Wells, J.W. 
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Johnson’s words are the most intimately personal, and they are complimentary.  At best they 

imply that ‘elite’ African Americans could well find it in themselves to respect Johnson.  

This is not to suggest that Johnson was free from attack from this quarter.  In its mildest 

forms this came as admonitions to remember that Johnson was a member of the sporting 

element of his race, which hardly qualified anything he did as a compliment or an insult to black 

Americans generally.54  Black newspapers largely denounced Johnson when the Mann Act 

charges were first leveled, though they tended to soften or even reverse their position as the 

absurdity of the trial revealed itself.55  

Extant statements by black clergy about Jack Johnson are more common than are 

statements from secular black leaders.   On the occasion of Johnson’s bout with Jeffries, many 

exhorted their parishioners to pray for Johnson’s victory.56  Bethel A.M.C. Church’s militant Rev. 

Reverdy C. Ransom entered into a dispute with the white Rev. John Hamilton Timbrell of Cedar 

Cliff, New Jersey on the issue of Jack Johnson.  Rev. Timbrell had referred to Johnson as a “big, 

black gorilla” in a recent sermon.  Rev. Random’s response, while disavowing any real interest 

in the outcome of fistic competition, called into question Timbrell’s very Christianity.  Rev. 

Ransom first established the classical precedent for contests of physical prowess, invoking 

Greece, Rome and Spain.   He further preached that in repeatedly referring to Johnson as a 

“big, black gorilla,” the offending reverend had attempted to “fill his auditors with contempt of 

horror of Jack Johnson.”  Rev. Ransom went on to note that white obsession with dethroning 
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the black champion created a dangerous precedent, as black artists and intellectuals 

threatened to distinguish themselves in ways that would set white America on “the greatest 

marathon race of the ages [with] the darker races.” 57  As had so many other black elites, Rev. 

Ransom used Johnson as a launching point for a wider point, making little claim about Johnson 

himself. 

Johnson scholar Al-Tony Gilmore has said of Ransom and his contemporaries that, 

among the more militant, black and white, none “could… bring themselves to the point of 

publicly criticizing Johnson.  In their opinion, the bulk of Johnson’s harassment was nothing 

more than the refusal of racist whites to accept his life-style and what he meant symbolically as 

the heavyweight champion of the world.”58  Gilmore’s assessment has the ring of truth.  Only 

Washington’s statements appear harsh at all, and even these statements carry less venom than 

might first be imagined when taken in the context of the commentators’ need to maintain a 

very particular public image.  Regardless, none of this commentary on Johnson represents more 

than a snapshot, a still image freezing a moment of thought.  Only Lester Walton’s writings 

provide something more.  
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CHAPTER 4

THEATER CRITIC AND RACE MAN 

Page six of the New York Age was Lester Aglar Walton’s wheelhouse for just under a 

decade starting in 1908.59  As Dramatics editor and, after April 1915, also managing editor for 

the Age, Walton not only advised his readers about the relative theatrical merits of productions 

in New York, he sought to navigate the dark waters of the race question in America with uplift 

ideology as his north star.  Pontificating from his privileged place, he defined quality theater, 

advised on proper behavior for black theater-goers and sought to shape the moral and cultural 

content of black America for his readers.  He also kept a close eye on his white audience and 

used his editorial license to try to change their hearts where racism was concerned. 

All of Walton’s efforts rested on a sincere optimism.  In reviewing the play, “The 

Nigger,” Walton found occasion to write, “To have witnessed a performance of ‘The Nigger’ 

greatly strengthens the opinion formed some time ago by the writer that the American Negro 

will play an important part in the great American drama that is to be written.”60  This opinion is 

at the heart of Walton’s optimism with regard to the race issue generally and with regard to 

Jack Johnson’s role in the unfolding American drama specifically. 

Shortly after Walton’s elevation to the editor’s position, Jack Johnson elevated himself 

by knocking out Tommy Burns and becoming the first black heavyweight champion of the 

59
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world.  By all appearances Johnson won Lester Walton’s heart as he rose to primacy.  On the 

occasion of Johnson’s winning the championship a naïvely optimistic Walton reported the 

knockout blow dealt to racism.  Over the next seven years Walton featured Johnson with great 

regularity in his editorials, occasionally struggling with the tension between Johnson’s clear 

superiority over his white opponents and his unapologetic lifestyle that contradicted just about 

everything Walton preached to his readers.  Following Johnson’s ultimate defeat Walton’s need 

to use the boxer for his uplift mission was as great as ever, but his rhetoric had changed.  

Sophistication and pragmatism infused the more mature Walton’s words as he bade his hero 

farewell and essayed his own rhetorical haymaker at the chin of racism. 

Shining a light on the philosophy and work of Lester Walton is a meaningful task for the 

scholar of progressive era African-American history.  Though Walton wrote for one of the most 

significant and well-connected black newspapers of his time, and though his New York Age 

editorials foreshadowed the ideological underpinnings of the Harlem Renaissance, this 

accomplished theater critic, race man and government diplomat has been largely lost to 

history.  His face graced the cover of The Crisis in October 1935, yet it is a face few remember. 

Only two book-length studies have been written about Walton – the 2008 biography Colored 

Memories by Susan Curtis and a dissertation by Artee Young entitled, Lester A. Walton: Black 

Theater Critic.  Walton is so completely absent from the historical record that Curtis, though 

having conducted an exhaustive exploration of archives and collections, was still forced to 

describe him as a “ghost.”61  Where Walton appears in other books it is usually as a faceless 
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name attached to a minor fact or quote.  The Lester A. Walton papers, housed at the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library, have little of Walton 

before 1920.62  

Susan Curtis, in describing Lester Walton’s writing, deploys a fascinating analogy: 

Walton’s writing is reminiscent in some ways of what David Krasner has written 
of Jack Johnson’s performance as a boxer: “Johnson’s performative style 
contained a contradiction compelled by life; he appeared one way, when in fact 
he was another.  His laxity in fact concealed seriousness; it masked the ferocity 
of his purpose.  The ability to appear one way and be another was a realization 
of the improvisational style and the paradoxes inherent in it.” Cognizance of this 
register in Walton’s voice forces readers today to confront the seriousness of 
purpose that lay beneath the surface of his amiable, long-winded essays… his 

ghost, so invisible is he in the historical record.  Curtis laments the paucity of primary material on Walton’s life and 
thinking.  However, Curtis completely failed to note Walton’s Johnson obsession, an omission that calls into serious 
doubt the significance of any claims she makes about him and his thinking; this is particularly true given the weight 
she gives to his time writing at the Age. (41)  Curtis also argues that Walton may have at times passed as white.  
The primary evidence she offers in defense of this thesis is that when writing for the St. Louis Star Walton covered 
golf in great detail, describing with intimate familiarity the game and the culture at the local country club.  These 
are all things that would have been unavailable to a black man in that time with the possible exception of caddies 
(which Walton appears never to have been).  Walton wrote as if he had personally attended dances and other 
events at the Glen Echo Country Club.  Though Curtis admits she has no “smoking gun” (110) to prove Walton ever 
passed as white, she strongly implies he may have done so in order to obtain his job at the Star.  Having made the 
implication, she writes as if he did, indeed, pass.  “Walton’s very racial complexity allowed him” to work both sides 
of the color line; “Walton… was haunted by his performance of race”(110).  “In the summer of 1904, Walton’s 
performance of whiteness gave way to a life of struggle on the other side of the color line.” (133)  Curtis’ strongest 
evidence for Walton’s passing is that his writing about golf in St. Louis showed a deep knowledge of the game and 
the clubs in which it was played.  However, in covering Johnson Walton also wrote with authority, though there is 
no evidence he ever attended a prizefight.  Rather, he very clearly depended on expert sources, such as boxing 
journalist and referee Bat Masterson.  It is unreasonable to assume Walton passed as white when he could very 
well have simply depended on others’ firsthand knowledge.  Indeed, it is manifestly reasonable to imagine a 
journalist resorting to interviewing in his efforts to develop a story.  
62
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indirect style often contained prescriptions for his readers that reflected his 
political stance.63 

While much can be said of the comparison, or even the description of a kind of 

double consciousness on the part of Johnson and Walton, the appearance of this 

particular analogy in Curtis’ book is quite odd.  Susan Curtis has done history a service in 

calling attention to the life and works of Walton, and though she read his hundreds of 

New York Age editorials, this single mention of the prize fighter is the only time Jack 

Johnson appears in Colored Memories.  However, even a cursory examination of 

Walton’s body of work reveals that Johnson, a prize fighter, was, by evidence of the 

amount of ink Walton dedicated to him, the most significant player in the racial tragedy 

being performed on this theater critic’s editorial stage.  From December 1908 until May 

1915 Walton featured Jack Johnson over sixty times in the Age.  This is to say that 

approximately sixty editions of the Age contained at least one story about Johnson; 

some contained more.  In one instance the entire section was devoted to Johnson.  

Photos and artwork depicting Johnson appeared four times, and one of these was the 

largest portrait Walton published of any person.  Some of the articles were basic 

informative stories about Johnson’s career, and some included extensive quotes from 

other sports writers.  Most were editorials wherein Walton used the living legend 

Johnson to illustrate the wrongs of the color line and to demonstrate the moral and 

social equity of African Americans to the white audience Walton so dearly wanted to 

influence.  Occasionally Walton took Johnson to task for his personal foibles and wild 
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lifestyle.  During this period no single person warranted so much of Walton’s attention 

in print.  During the final three years of this period the Dramatics section of the Age 

began to shrink and Walton shared writing duties with other contributors, sometimes 

not producing a bylined article in the weekly paper.  Still, nearly one out of every five 

issues of the New York Age, for a six-and-a-half year period, contained a story about Jack 

Johnson among Walton’s theater writings. 

That Jack Johnson was a near obsession for Lester Walton is indisputable. 

However, just as Susan Curtis failed to notice Walton’s affection for the fighter, the only 

other scholar to have given Walton deep consideration erased his preoccupation.  

Young wrote, “Walton’s writings, his political activity, his work for civil rights were all 

related to or developed from one source – the theater.”64  The omission is particularly 

unfortunate, as Young also correctly argued that “to better evaluate Walton’s 

contributions as a black theater critic, one must understand…Walton’s own 

background.”65  The same could, and should, be said for a better evaluation of Walton’s 

later work as a diplomat and political operative.   The gravitational center of all Walton’s 

writings in the Age was the race issue, but ultimately, everything Walton wrote in the 

Age about race orbited the problem of Jack Johnson. 

Walton’s preoccupation with Jack Johnson appears to have been unique.  At 

least, among that class of black people who regularly put their opinions about race into 

print, Walton was the most consistent and prolific.  Considering the affection of one of 
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its premier editors for Jack Johnson, one wonders why the Age is not better represented 

in most comprehensive histories of the fighter and the events surrounding his life.  In 

Finis Farr’s Black Champion: The Life and Times of Jack Johnson, fourteen newspapers 

from New York, Chicago, Kansas City and London are referenced for their coverage of 

the fighter.  The Chicago Defender, published from 1919-1922, is the only black paper 

represented in the bunch. 66  Graeme Kent’s The Great White Hopes makes use of thirty 

papers from America, Australia and London.  Not one of them represents the black 

press.67  Geoffrey C. Ward’s definitive biography, Unforgiveable Blackness: The Rise and 

Fall of Jack Johnson, looked to more than sixty papers for source material.  Four of those 

listed in the index were black papers.  The Age and Lester Walton do make an 

appearance here.   In three places Ward quotes laudatory comments by Walton about 

the prizefighter.   This is the second most sustained attention given Walton vis-à-vis 

Johnson in the historical record.68  It does little to reflect the complicated relationship 

Walton had with the fighter, though Ward can hardly be taken to task for this.  The only 

other mention of the Age marginalizes the paper, at best; a footnote reads, “[Booker T.] 

Washington suggested that the Post approach T. Thomas Fortune, ex-editor of the New 

York Age, but [Denver Post publisher Frederick Gilmer] Bonfils said Fortune was not 

“well enough known.”69  Today the paper itself shares fortune’s fate.  The Age is best 
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represented in Al-Tony Gilmore’s Bad Nigger! The National Impact of Jack Johnson.  

Unfortunately, Gilmore’s book is out of print.  Even Gilmore, though, does not take 

notice of Walton’s Johnson obsession.  Gilmore, like every other Johnson historian to 

have quoted Lester Walton, has only used a few select quotes from his writing in the 

Age.  Walton’s negative comments, though a small percentage of his commentary on 

Johnson, are most often quoted.  This allows Gilmore to write, “[i]n spite of the 

numerous admonitions by the Age… most black Americans hailed Johnson as a race 

hero.”70  While most black Americans may very well have held this view, a careful 

reading of Walton’s writing on the subject reveals he also viewed Johnson as a race 

hero.  More than this, a careful reading reveals that this hero worship was an agonizing, 

continuing process that required Walton, and perhaps many other black observers, to 

struggle with Johnson through the years. 

Lester Walton was born April 20, 1882, the son of Benjamin Walker, a public 

school janitor, and Ollie May Camper Walton.  He had three brothers and one sister. 

Walton died October 16, 1965.  In these eighty-three years he was a journalist, a 

diplomat and a civil rights advocate. 71   

In the late 1890s Walton worked briefly for the St. Louis Dispatch.  In 1902 he 

began writing for the St. Louis Star, covering the courts and golf in addition to providing 

general reportage.  Susan Curtis found in his work for the Star early evidence of 
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Walton’s penchant for writing about black American subjects in ways that “belied 

prevailing stereotypes associated with African Americans.”72  By 1908 he had moved to 

New York and been hired as the Dramatics editor for the New York Age.  In 1912 he 

married Gladys Odile Moore the daughter of Frederick Randolph Moore, editor and 

publisher of the Age.  Walton worked closely with Frederick Moore at the newspaper 

and the two participated in the National Negro Business League and socialized with the 

cream of black society together through the 1930s. 

In 1913 Walton distinguished himself by writing a letter to the Associated Press 

arguing that ‘Negro’ should be capitalized by journalists to distinguish the term as 

naming a racial group, not based on color, but on heritage and shared struggle.  He 

noted that not all Negros had black skin.  This cultural definition of ‘Negro’ contradicted 

dominant racial ideology by negating the importance of blood; in effect, it negated the 

rhetorical power of racist eugenics and theories of biological determinism that held 

Negros, whatever that was to mean, as inferior to people of Anglo-Saxon heritage. 

By 1918 he was working for the Commission on Training Camp Activities, 

assisting professional and amateur performers to provide entertainment for the troops 

at Camp Upton on Long Island.  His appointment in 1917 had been front page news for 

the New York Age.  In the 1920s and early 1930s Walton helped advance the cause of 

Democratic candidates, a historically significant move given the traditional support 

among African Americans for the Republican Party.  Walton befriended Herbert Bernard 
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Swope, Pulitzer-prize winning editor of the New York World, and collaborated with him 

on a nationally syndicated twenty-one article exposé of the Ku Klux Klan.   From 1935 to 

1946 Walton represented the United States in Liberia and after World War II worked to 

convince television executives to feature the African American experience. 

Susan Curtis has noted Walton’s “desire to remain focused on the future, to 

refuse to dwell on the unpleasantness of the past, and to devise one strategy after 

another to make his native land a place of inclusion.”73  These insights ring true in his 

editorials for the Age.  His editorial efforts reveal a man infused with the optimism 

necessary for uplift thinking.  They also reveal the condescension sometimes implicit in 

elite efforts to micromanage the cultural expression of others so as to present a 

coherent image of positive (meaning socially acceptable) black American life.  The irony 

in this effort is that when people like Walton or Booker T. Washington denounced 

African Americans for failing to live according to approved standards, they risked erasing 

some of the very details of black American life that would allow for a richer 

representation of the human variety in black culture.  

At times Walton worked to avoid this latter pitfall.  Walton’s editorial on a production of 

“Bandanna Land” is instructive: 

Best of all it contains some old-time Negro sentiment – something I have been 
wanting to see in a colored show for a long time… In the first act when Bert 
Williams produces an old pocket Bible his mother has given him years ago to 
keep, and George Walker looks at it and states that his mother also gave him one 
which he kept in his trunk, the sentiment was strictly Negro, and the thought 
occurred to me that in the colored contingent there were few whose mothers 
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had not given them in early life just such a book…in another act, when George 
Walker names the property in question “Bandanna Land,” after a bandanna 
handkerchief which he sees and causes him to grow reminiscent and recall the 
days when his dear old mother wore just such a handkerchief there was 
displayed another bit of sentiment that should have been appreciated by many 
in the house.  I am glad to see that the day has come when our big actors have 
reached the point where they find it a pleasure to introduce in their shows some 
little character-bits that bring out strictly Negro traits and customs of which the 
race should feel justly proud. 74  

Sometimes Walton’s efforts to mold black behavior could seem mean spirited. 

At other times it was humorous.  In one theater critique Walton wrote: “I found myself 

enjoying the show as much as some of the fellow members of my race who insisted on 

making their presence known as well as themselves obnoxious to those seated near 

them by their unsuppressed laughter and merriment.”  One can imagine the 

embarrassment this must have caused the prim Walton.  In other editorials Walton felt 

comfortable talking about ‘undesirable’ blacks making their way to the theater.  The 

condescension sometimes associated with uplift ideology was very much a trait 

embodied in the Dramatics Editor’s writing.75
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CHAPTER 5 

THE THEATER CRITIC AND THE PUG 

Jack Johnson’s first appearance (and all but a handful thereafter) in the 

Dramatics section of the New York Age had nothing to do with the theater.  There was 

very little about the Johnson victory to merit notice in a section of the newspaper 

dedicated to the arts.  However, there was a great deal about the Jack Johnson story to 

recommend it to an activist newspaper man looking to impact the race problem. 

It is worth noting that, although Walton joined so many African Americans in 

idolizing Johnson for representing superior achievement on the part of a black man, 

Johnson himself never really saw himself as representing a race: “I did not gloat over the 

fact that a White man had fallen.  My satisfaction was only in the fact that one man had 

conquered another, and that I had been the conqueror. To me, it was not a racial 

triumph.”76  Sadly, the shadow of racism and Jim Crow over America would make such 

an assessment hard for most to accept, hue of skin notwithstanding. 

Five days following Jack Johnson’s defeat of Tommy Burns to take the 

heavyweight championship Lester Walton wrote an article entitled, “Where was the 

‘Yellow Streak’ Johnson is said to have possessed?”  He opened the editorial with the 

admonition, “race prejudice is an affliction that renders the patient totally unconscious 

to merit, justice and fair play.”  This is in keeping with some of his previous writings 
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about racism.  He preceded his article with a quote about Jack Johnson from Bat 

Masterson, in which Masterson approves of Johnson’s victory on patriotic grounds. 

Walton applauded Masterson and the few white sportswriters who looked beyond color 

in their judgment of fighters.  He went on to illustrate the way racist white America had 

received their new champion and argued that the belief that African Americans have a 

‘yellow streak’ was disproven by Johnson’s definitive victory.  He offered no play-by-play 

of the fight, because, writing in New York, he could not have seen the bout.  What he 

did do is render conclusions that are breathtaking in their naïveté.  “By the time the 

champion reaches these shores the ‘bitter pill’ that many of our white brother 

Americans have been compelled to swallow will have been almost forgotten,” and 

“every time Johnson knocked down Burns a bunch of race prejudice fell, and at the same 

time the white man’s respect for the Negro race went up a notch.”77 

Proponents of uplift ideology felt that through moral living, education and thrift blacks 

could force whites to acknowledge their basic humanity and worth; this non-confrontational 

approach had the benefit of being relatively safe while appealing to dominant (white) social 

mores.  One of the problems faced by proponents of uplift ideology was the very optimism that 

demonstrating success in one’s endeavors could move white people to set aside racist thinking. 

Time and again this sentiment was proved wrong.  Walton’s optimism was particularly 

unwarranted, and Johnson would prove to be a difficult sell to other proponents of uplift 

ideology.  Though only Washington directly attacked the boxer, almost none took up his cause 
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directly.  This appearance of Johnson in Walton’s writing signaled the beginning of an uneasy 

marriage between the theater critic’s uplift-oriented message and the pugilist Walton would try 

so hard to use as a vehicle for the message; no matter how Johnson offended, Walton held him 

dear and sought to redeem him as a model of positive blackness. 

Over the course of the next year Walton featured Johnson twenty times.  The 

significance of this is clear when one considers that only fifty-two issues of the Age were 

produced annually.   Far less time passed before the realities of the race problem caused 

Walton to leaven his optimistic message with advice for over-proud African Americans.  In his 

inaugural Jack Johnson piece Walton had written, “It is natural that we should assume an a la 

peacock pose” when thinking of Johnson.”78  One month later he offered the following sad 

retraction: 

Don’t accidentally jostle a Caucasian in the streetcar or on the street.  Don’t talk 
about prize fighting in public.  Don’t speak to your white brother other than in a 
quiet, inoffensive manner.  It is difficult to show a spirit of manhood and 
independence at this juncture without you are charged with the crime of getting 
‘fresh and uppish’ because Jack Johnson won.79 

As the weeks passed, Walton increasingly accompanied coverage of Jack Johnson 

with news of baseball and other sports.  By 1910 coverage of other sports was 

commonplace in Walton’s Dramatics section, and in August 1912 the section was 

renamed “Dramatics and Athletics” to reflect Walton’s editorial interest in sports.  Close 

examination of the sports coverage throughout Walton’s tenure reveals, however, that 
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no sport received the consideration boxing enjoyed, and only Jack Johnson received 

serious and sustained attention from Walton.  The vast majority of sports reporting in 

the Age during this period consisted of scores and results.  Even when issues of race 

arose, only those issues related to Johnson appeared to truly capture the interest of the 

Age’s Dramatics editor. 

In March of 1909 Walton applauded Johnson for behaving like a ‘real champion’ 

and noted that Jim Jeffries, America’s great white hope, was already in training to 

challenge for the title.80  In a subsequent article he poured more adulation on Johnson: 

“He will be wined and dined… and it is more than likely that he will be compelled to 

make a number of speeches… He should prove equal to the emergency at all times and 

make a few remarks that would do honor 

to our most ambitious orators.”81  The 

following week saw Jack Johnson featured 

as the main attraction in Walton’s 

Dramatics section, as he had given a fistic 

demonstration at Hammerstein’s Victoria 

Theater, a locale Walton was careful to 

describe as “America’s most famous 
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Vaudeville” playhouse.82  While Walton was not overly impressed with Johnson’s act as 

theater, he excused this, noting that it was exactly what one should expect from this 

type of performance.  He justified Johnson’s trading on his fame for easy money; after 

all, was Jim Jeffries not doing the very same thing based solely on his contender status? 

Walton took the opportunity to justify his attention to Johnson by noting the many 

other athletes who give Vaudeville performances.  As was his custom he noted the 

behavior of the audience.  In his view the fears of some that a figure like Jack Johnson 

might bring undesirable African Americans to the theater was unfounded, and, much to 

the contrary, it was the whites in attendance whose behavior was deplorable.  “It has 

been the white race that has shown a lack of culture and refinement, which, to the 

writer, is an indication that we are progressing.”83  Here Walton signals his uplift 

message and begins to use Johnson to turn the tables on whites, a move that would be 

perfected in his farewell to the champion six years later. 

In June of 1909 Walton offered the first sign that Johnson might be a somewhat 

problematic representative for the black race.  Johnson had been invited to speak at 

Rush Zion Church.  Walton, still enamored of Johnson, deemed him blameless in 

accepting the invitation.  However, he wrote that “the congregation should be 

condemned”84 for implicitly offering the blessing of a church organization to 

prizefighting.  Boxing was in a legal twilight at this time, and with or without Jack 
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Johnson, it was largely held in disrepute.  Here Walton was forced to confront the 

contradictions of using a prizefighter as a vehicle for his uplift message.  The following 

month Walton continued the work of massaging the image of Jack Johnson.  He 

admitted the boxer “has not in some instances conducted himself in a manner deserving 

of praise from the members of his race,”85 but admonished white sportswriters for 

injecting personal feelings about the champ into their own writings.  Here Walton was 

on dangerous ground; he had virtually made an art of injecting his own personal feelings 

about the public conduct of others, be they black or white, into his own writings.  It is 

not unfair to suggest that this was the alpha and omega of his journalistic style.86  One 

might also notice that, while Walton could happily complain about undesirable blacks of 

little refinement, he was not content with such a one dimensional depiction of Johnson. 

In August of 1909 Walton lamented Johnson’s firing of his manager.  He noted 

that the white challenger, Jeffries, retained the services of competent moneymen.  He 

further worried that Johnson had “acquired the automobile habit” and become a “full-

fledged joy rider.”  Walton took care to express his disapproval, and noted that, among 

fighters and actors alike, business matters were often difficult and required the 

attentions of professional managers.87  It is perhaps not a coincidence that Booker T. 

Washington, who in 1907 took partial ownership of the Age, had a letter drafted to 

Johnson’s attorney containing the very same advice regarding his firing of the manager 
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and beseeched Johnson to behave in a manner more in keeping with a respectable 

image.88 

In September Walton was able to set aside Johnson’s troublesome personal life 

and applaud him for his ring prowess.  As always, Walton sought to milk a deeper 

meaning out of Johnson’s actions.  Having met Al Kaufman in the ring, Johnson toyed 

with the other fighter on his way to a decision victory.  Walton described Johnson as a 

‘wise old owl’ for choosing to fight just as he pleased, putting on a defensive exhibition, 

and ignoring the desires of white sportswriters and the entreaties of the crowd to 

produce a knockout.89 

Walton’s affection for Johnson was on full display a month later when he 

editorialized on Johnson’s knockout victory over Stanley Ketchel.   In this article, entitled 

“Jack Johnson, Nerviest of the Nervy” Walton revealed something in addition to his 

desire to deploy Johnson as a figure of black uplift: he showed his hand with regard to 

his fairly shallow understanding of the sport of boxing.  Walton wrote of Johnson having 

“boosted his stock as a pugilist” and having “increased his hold on the heavyweight 

championship.”90  Ketchel stepped into the ring with an impressive record of forty-eight 

victories (forty-five by knockout), three losses and four draws.  Ketchel was also a world 

champion.  The problem lay in the fact that Ketchel was middleweight champion.  He 

was 5’9” and carried a fighting weight of around 160 pounds.  He weighed 170 on the 
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day of the fight; assuming this measure was accurate, this was an extremely high figure 

for Ketchel, and it was likely more a detriment to the athlete than a boon.  Contrast this 

to Johnson, who stood 6’ ½” tall and weighed in at 205 on the day of the fight.   One of 

boxing’s truisms holds that a great big man will always defeat a great small man.  This is 

the logic behind weight classes in the first place.  Thirty-five pounds is an absurd and 

dangerous weight difference in a prize fight. 

Ketchel and Johnson were very similar characters.  Ketchel enjoyed “racing cars 

and gambling, alcohol and the limelight.” 91  The confidence of both fighters bordered 

on arrogance.   Both also knew how to take advantage of a money-making opportunity. 

A fight between a black and a white champion may have been many things in 1909, but 

as a lucrative sporting draw it was virtually unmatched.  Of course it had to be sold as a 

meaningful contest.  Ketchel’s manager had special platform boots and a padded 

overcoat prepared to disguise the size difference prior to allowing Ketchel be 

photographed with Johnson. Before the fight Johnson agreed not to hurt Ketchel 

terribly; by taking it easy on Ketchel Johnson could ensure a longer and more dramatic 

fight film.  Fight films were the pay-per-view of the day.  This could only benefit both 

boxers.  Truly, this bout was more vaudeville than prizefighting. 92 

Ketchel suffered a slightly more humiliating fate than most of Johnson’s 

opponents for the first eleven rounds of the fight.  “Johnson towered over his opponent, 

picking off his punches, smiling and chatting with ringsiders.”  This was normal, but 
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“several times Johnson simply lifted the smaller man into the air, feet dangling like an 

oversized rag doll, and put him down where he liked.”93  About halfway through the 

twelfth round Ketchel’s pride made an appearance.  The fight film shows Johnson 

leaning his head forward as a devastating overhand right appears to land just behind the 

left ear of the heavyweight champ.  In terms of nerve, Ketchel’s was apparently titanic.  

In a poker match that could literally cost him his life, he put his chips all-in for the 

chance at boxing immortality.  As Johnson collapsed Ketchel’s heart must have filled to 

near bursting.  The joy was short-lived.  Johnson immediately sprang up and taught 

Ketchel what a heavyweight punch could do.  Though he had fought a lazy fight to this 

point, Johnson flung himself at Ketchel, landing a right uppercut, throwing a right hook 

at the falling Ketchel and attempting one more punch as he tripped over the body of the 

stunned middleweight champion.  Flat on his back and missing a number of teeth, 

Ketchel remained unconscious for several minutes. 

Walton had not seen the bout, which took place in California.  His brief play-by-

play, (not entirely accurate in its description of the action) must have been taken from 

other published accounts.    Furthermore, Walton really never appeared very interested 

in boxing as a sport; in his many editorials about Johnson, Walton used boxing as a 

platform to make broader social critiques, just as most elite black Americans used 

Johnson to make their own obliquely related points.  His concern was Johnson as a 

figure of black excellence.  The point Walton wished to impress on his readers was 
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Johnson’s courage.  What strength of spirit must a man have to “find yourself 

confronted by a crowd of 10,000 excited spectators who clearly make known to you that 

you are not their favorite contender by hoots and groans and loudly cheer for the other 

fellow?”94  Though Walton’s credentials as a sports writer are in some dispute, his 

assessment of Johnson’s nerve was exactly right.  He was the ‘nerviest of the nervy’. 

Walton would soon have to deal with the fact that Johnson’s disregard for public 

opinion extended to black judgments about his character and behavior as well. 

In November Walton was finally able to report that Johnson and Jeffries had 

signed an agreement to fight.  Walton had named Jeffries the most able white 

challenger in his editorial celebrating Johnson’s victory over Burns.  Jeffries was the 

consensus number one contender, and his name had been invoked in 1908 by Jack 

London as well, who wrote: “Jeffries must emerge from his alfalfa farm and remove that 

smile from Johnson’s face.  Jeff, it’s up to you.”95  Walton offered his usual dose of 

personal advice, suggesting Jeffries pay less attention to earning money in the theater 

and refocus his attention on getting into fighting shape.  Though he had retired as an 

undefeated heavyweight champion, when Jeffries finally did meet Johnson in the ring he 

had not fought in six years.  The advice was sound.  Again it reflected the thinking of 

other sportswriters.  Johnson’s next two appearances in the Age came in the form of 

extended quotes from other papers with comments by Walton. 
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In December 1909 Walton offered another long quote, this time from the 

sermon of Bethel A.M.C. Church’s Rev. Reverdy C. Ransom responding to Rev. John 

Timbrell description of Jack Johnson as a “big, black gorilla” in a recent sermon.    One 

imagines Walton taking heart in Rev. Ransom’s distancing of himself from anything but 

the racial and social aspects of the story.  Though the reverend did not wish to associate 

his ministry with prizefighting, he still dignified the sport as an expression of deep 

tradition and, more important for Walton, dignified Johnson as worthy of respect both 

as a human being and an exceptional black man.  On January 13, 1910 Walton noted 

that famed gunslinger, sportswriter and boxing referee Bat Masterson had given the 

victory in this battle of words to Rev. Ransom.   Masterson went on to express optimism 

for a Johnson victory if he could “hand Jeffries as varied an assortment of effective 

slams” as Ransom had handed Timbrell.96 

In his January 1910 editorial Walton commented again on a lengthy excerpt, this time 

from the Houston Chronicle.   While putting on a sparring exhibition in a Galveston, Texas opera 

house Jeffries had apparently incurred the wrath of the audience by offering disparaging 

comments about Johnson.  Jeffries was increasingly drawing a critical assessment of his physical 

condition.97  

Lester Walton had by this point written so much about Jack Johnson, one naturally 

wonders whether the two had ever met.  In his January 27 editorial concerning a fight between 

Johnson and a black man in a New York café, Walton was pleased to note that the champion 
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gave his version of the story directly to the “sporting editor of the Age” in the intimate setting 

of Johnson’s room at “Miner’s Eight Avenue Theater.  Though Walton noted it was “deplorable 

that the champion forgot himself as to engage in a public fight”, he took care to support 

Johnson’s claim the affair had been blown out of proportion.  He disparaged “the class of white 

writers who have a sort of tacit understanding to do everything in their power to prejudice the 

public against Johnson.”98 In March Walton continued his coverage of this story by noting that 

the alleged victim and the principal witness had failed to appear for trial.  He repeated his 

concern that Johnson was being unfairly treated: “While Johnson should be criticized... it must 

be said in all fairness to him that he has not only been the victim of prosecution but persecution 

since the incident occurred.”99  Though the uplift inspired newsman could offer no public 

sanction for anti-social behavior, he ultimately sympathized with Johnson.  Still, as Johnson 

represented the black race – and because white writers with malevolent intentions were 

watching for any defect of character- Walton was concerned the pugilist remain beyond 

reproach. 

One would be forgiven for thinking that his visit with Johnson had enhanced Walton’s 

affection for the fighter.  Less than two weeks after his meeting with Johnson Walton published 

his most emotional words to date on behalf of the champ.  The editorial drips with acid from its 

first verse:  
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Before July 4 rolls around we expect to see the sporting page of the Morning 
World rival Puck and Judge100 for ludicrousness on all matters pertaining to the 
Johnson-Jeffries fight.  The poor deluded sporting writer of that highly esteemed 
paper is suffering from an attack of ‘Johnsonphobia,’ and to say that his attack is 
a mild one would be doing him an injustice.  As a matter of fact, his ravings have 
reached a critical stage. 

We harbor no ill feeling against the victim of this seemingly aggravated 
complaint; we really pity him, and hope that some of his friends will see fit to get 
him out of what doctors would term ‘a precarious position’.101 

Walton’s own prickliness was aroused by the offending writer having called the assistant district 

attorney who charged Johnson with fighting in public a gentleman and writing that his skin 

color was “black as the ten of clubs.”  The implication appears to be that Johnson was himself 

not a gentleman and did not have the support of professional African Americans.  Beyond this -

and simple irritation over the mildly racist tone of the physical description- it is hard to 

understand why Walton reacted with such venom.  Walton concluded his article by affirming 

the gentlemanly qualities of the assistant district attorney and suggesting that boxers Jim 

Jeffries and even Gentleman Jim Corbett might not fair very favorably by comparison.  Walton’s 

final shot is on behalf of his favorite fighter: “If the sporting editor of the World wants to do 

some wagering… he can get good odds that Johnson will show up to better advantage than 

Jeffries on the question of gentlemanly characteristics.”102  For a writer given to exaggerated 

language and strong opinion, this editorial stands out as petulant and, frankly, confusing.  What 

comes across most vividly is Walton’s concern for, and deep emotional investment in, 

Johnson’s reputation. 
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Walton’s next Johnson article took Jeffries to task for earning more than $62,800 for an 

eighty-one day theatrical tour.  Walton chafed at Jeffries’ marketability, the value of which 

Walton deemed solely related to his position as challenger to Johnson.103  While the complaint 

is somewhat understandable, Jeffries’ status at this time was that of an undefeated world 

champion returning from retirement to challenge the current champion.  One wonders whether 

Walton could have generated the same scorn for a similarly positioned black fighter.  He had 

certainly been at pains to justify Johnson’s own money-making efforts in the theater less than a 

year previous. 

Walton’s apparent need to cover Johnson was so deep now that he spared a full inch of 

his Dramatics section to an article describing a new Jack Johnson souvenir button being 

produced by a black company.104  The article reads 

like a press release, but appears under Walton’s 

byline.  An advertisement for the button first 

appeared in the May 26 edition of the Age.105 

Walton’s Johnson editorial of June 9, 1910 is odd for an uplift-inspired race man.   The 

article concerns the forwarding to Jack Johnson of $20,000 collected by black sports throughout 

the Northeast; he was to bet this on himself in the upcoming Jeffries bout.  The article goes on 

at length discussing the fact that this proved Johnson had not been paid to throw the fight, and 
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Walton further suggested that betting on the fight was a sound financial investment.106  How 

this kind of advice must have been received by Booker T. Washington, the ministers of Harlem’s 

black churches or even W.E.B. Du Bois is a matter of no small curiosity.  It is entirely out of 

keeping with the theme of thrift and moral uprightness implicit in even the mildest version of 

uplift thinking.  More significant is Walton’s capacity to tacitly endorse gambling on a sport he 

had previously lamented had no place in the hearts of church-goers.  In the run-up to the 

Jeffries fight Walton appears to have become so enamored of Johnson that he simply forgot 

himself in his coverage of the champion. On balance, the editorial appears intended to 

demonstrate Johnson’s legitimacy as a fighter, his confidence in his abilities and also his 

financial confidence.  Walton also noted that Johnson, having asked for $130,000 for his moving 

picture rights, walked away from an offer of $125,000.107  The provenance of Walton’s 

information is unknown, but Finis Farr reports in his biography of Johnson that he and Jeffries 

both relieved themselves of their moving picture rights for $50,000 apiece.108 

As fight day approached Walton sought to diffuse the racial TNT that threatened to rip 

apart whatever amity existed between whites and blacks.  He extensively excerpted articles 

from the New York American and the Commercial Tribune, both of which admonished the 

public to think of the fight as a high-dollar contest between bruisers rather than a clash of the 

races.109  The concern was well-placed, but trying at this point to suggest the fight was not to be 

viewed as a racial showdown was pointless. When Johnson had won the championship, no less 
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a figure than Jack London had called for a righting of the racial imbalance.  For the most part, 

newspapers had engaged in unrepentant race-baiting as the fight approached.  The Omaha 

Daily News called on Jeffries to “restore to the Caucasians the crown of elemental greatness” 

while the Afro-American Ledger reminded Johnson, “Thousands of negroes have nailed your 

name to their masthead.  Nobody has so much to win or lose as you represent.”110  The British 

magazine Boxing offered a dire assessment: “It is not so much a matter of racial pride as one of 

racial existence which urges us so ardently to desire the ex-boilermaker’s [Jeffries] triumph.”111  

Jeffries himself had stoked the flames of race hate with his comments.  Vaudeville performer 

and composer Dorothy Forrester had written a comic song in caricatured Negro dialect for the 

occasion.  The song, the sheet music for which was published as “Hammond and Forrester’s 

Sensational Original Comic Song Hit – Jim-A-Da-Jeff” was heard ringing from the mostly white 

crowd on the day of the fight: 112 

An’-a den pretty soon 
When you meet-a da coon 
You knock-a him-a clear-a out-a sight 
Who give-a da Jack Jonce one-a little-a-tap? 
Who make-a him take a big long nap? 
Who wipe-a da Africa off-a da map? 
It’s da Jim-a-da-Jeff113 

Walton concluded his boxing comments in this edition with a brief recommendation to his 

readers: 
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[Bat] Masterson, who is an acknowledged authority on things a la pugilistic, and 
who has a reputation for giving all a square deal in his writings, irrespective of 
color, will send daily reports to the Telegraph of what’s what and who’s who in 
the Johnson and Jeffries camps.  The Age has no hesitancy in recommending Mr. 
Masterson’s reports to those who are anxious to secure truthful ante-fight 
news.114  

Walton had betrayed a fondness for Masterson’s knowledge and fairness from the beginning of 

his own coverage of Johnson; in that sense this advice was hardly novel.  However, only one 

other time did Walton, rather than simply reusing the information of another sportswriter, 

recommend his readers look elsewhere for news of the Johnson story; in that instance he was 

trying to demonstrate the value of his personal assessment of Jeffries’ preparedness for the 

fight.    Coming as it does at the conclusion of Walton’s admonishment not to take race into 

consideration when considering the fight, however, these words give the impression of serving 

as evidence for Walton’s own racial impartiality.  Taken as a whole, Walton’s efforts to stem the 

tide of racial feeling about the fight were a little late and somewhat small, given the wider 

forces at work.  Written for a New York audience of theater patrons and itinerate boxing fans, 

Walton’s effort was wasted. 

Walton’s next few articles reassured his readers that Johnson should defeat Jeffries.  On 

June 23 he reprinted the opinion of Billy Delaney, once trainer to Jeffries and then trainer to 

Johnson: “I know Jeffries well and know that he is and always has been afraid of Johnson… 

Make no mistake about it, this Johnson is one great fighter.  He is one of the cleverest big men 

the ring has ever seen.”115  There is reason to believe Jeffries did fear Johnson.  Johnson 

knocked out Jeffries’ younger brother Jack in 1902.  Jim Jeffries, who had sparred with black 
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fighters and knocked out the great black British heavyweight champion, Peter Jackson, in 1898, 

subsequently drew the color line. 

As for Walton’s increasingly subtle prognostications about the coming bout, it is certain 

he was regurgitating what he had read from other writers.  This was signaled by a postscript to 

one of his editorials: “P.S. Read closely the articles written the past few days by the fight 

experts at Reno.” For those who might question Walton’s partisanship, he noted, “The fact that 

Johnson is a Negro does not enter in comparing the two men and summing up their 

qualification.” 116  Perhaps Walton was capable of objectively weighing the evidence where 

fighters were concerned, but it is certain he would not have written this or any of his articles 

about the champion had Johnson been white. 

The day of the fight came and went.  A sporting reader could have safely bet that a 

Johnson win would splash purple prose across the Dramatics section of the Age.   Perhaps he 

struck an ‘a la peacock pose’ as he wrote, “Defeat over Jeffries proves [Johnson] is the Cleverest 

Heavyweight in the History of the Ring.”  The entire Dramatics section was dedicated to the 

fighter.  A photo of the champion fully three columns wide and half the height of the 

newspaper was featured in the heart of the section; it is the largest portrait to appear in the 

Dramatics section in the nearly seven year period covered here.  The collection of articles, all by 

Walton, reads like an assemblage of every laudable editorial he had yet written about the 

champion. 

Walton began with a dissection of Johnson’s prospects in the theater.  By Walton’s 

estimation the pugilist could expect to earn more than the U.S. President over the course of the 
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next year.117   He announced a grand reception for Johnson in New York the following week that 

would be attended by an estimated 20,000 black fans.118  Walton regaled his readers with 

anecdotes about black sports who had won great sums betting on the fight; he reported that 

the black race was some $500,000 richer due to the Johnson victory.  The Age’s Dramatics and 

Sports editor erroneously indicated $200,000 of this figure was earned by Johnson; 119 his take 

for the fight was actually $121,000.120  Walton asked his readers again, “Where was the yellow 

streak?”121   He also signaled that the win was simply that of one man over another, and he 

lamented the “attempts of many white writers and Caucasians to provoke the race issue.”122 

It seemed, with the latter comments, that Walton had grown somewhat more refined in 

his interpretation of the racial implications of a prize fight since writing in 1908 that “every time 

Johnson knocked down Burns a bunch of race prejudice fell, and at the same time the white 

man’s respect for the Negro race went up a notch.”123  He tried to introduce a bit of nuance in 

this regard, but appears to have been struggling with this aspect of his commentary: 

The case of Jack Johnson shows the superiority of individuals, irrespective of 
color, and by defeating Jeffries we are bound to be more highly respected.  From 
now on the white man will not generally underestimate us as he has been guilty 
of doing heretofore.124 
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This passage is remarkable.  Perhaps drawing from his prefight writing about the 

wrongheadedness of treating the bout as a confrontation of races, Walton began by writing of 

the “superiority of individuals”; in mid-sentence he equivocated, writing that “by defeating 

Jeffries, we are bound to be more highly respected.”125  Whatever Walton intended, his words 

literally describe a victory by the black race. 

Walton’s optimism was again flagrant.  This victory hardly heralded a new dawn in race 

relations.  Worse, it would be the spur of great tragedy.  Walton’s own words sadly 

foreshadowed the pending calamity: 

Some of the yellow journals are endeavoring to work up race riots throughout 
the country, now that Johnson has won, but there will be no trouble of a serious 
nature between the races.  The colored population is not going to assume any 
attitude of effrontery, and the white citizens will take Jeffries’ defeat in a 
sportsmanlike manner.126  

Nothing could have been further from the truth. 

On July 4th, 1910, in a stadium built for the fight in Reno, Nevada, Jack Johnson accepted 

the challenge of Jim Jeffries.  In a scheduled forty-five round contest the two used their fists to 

decide who was the better man.  The inertia of racist feeling was held momentarily motionless, 

like a tossed grenade reaching apogee and seeming to pause for a brief instant before bringing 

its constrained violence to the Earth.  By all accounts Johnson was in control throughout the 

fight, and his talkative, taunting style of boxing was on full display. 

“Gentleman” Jim Corbett, former heavyweight champ, former ‘cleverest boxer in the 

world’ and vanquisher of John L. Sullivan, was working Jeffries’ corner.  His task: to taunt 
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Johnson sufficiently that the passion and excitability allegedly inherent in his racial heritage 

would show, distracting him and giving Jeffries an edge.  Setting aside the emptiness of this 

racial thinking, it remains that Johnson the man had never shown signs of fluster or dangerous 

passion in the ring.  When Walton had declared Johnson “nerviest of the nervy”, he may well 

have been correct in his assessment.  Regular death threats and the condemnation of white 

racists (who posed a real threat) and disgusted African Americans (who chaffed at Johnson 

representing them) could not daunt him.  In a world where lynching was often excused as a 

response to improper attention given by a black man to a white women, Jack Johnson had 

installed his future white wife, Etta Duryea, at ringside.  Corbett’s increasingly wild antics were 

worse than wasted.  At one point early in the bout Johnson wrapped his arms around Jeffries 

and, pushing him toward Corbett’s corner, inquired, “Where do you want me to put him, Mr. 

Corbett?”   In the eleventh round Johnson took a brief respite from battering Jeffries’ face to 

tell Corbett, “Thought you said you were going to make me wild.”127  It seemed that Walton’s 

prediction that Johnson would prove more gentlemanly than ‘Gentleman’ Jim Corbett had been 

on the mark. 

By the end of the fourteenth round Jeffries nose was broken, he was obviously 

exhausted and he was covered in his own blood. In the fifteenth round Johnson introduced 

America’s great white hope to the canvas three times; the Boilermaker had never before been 

knocked down.  Jeffries’ corner saved him from further punishment by ending the fight. 
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Sometime after the bout Jeffries admitted, “I could never have whipped Jack Johnson at 

my best.  I couldn’t have reached him in a thousand years.”128  The better boxer had prevailed.  

Now the confrontation between races could begin in earnest. 

The Los Angeles Times offered advice for black Americans that could have been lifted 

from Lester Walton’s own editorial from a month after Johnson originally won the 

championship: “Do not point your nose too high.  Do not swell your chest too much.  Do not 

boast too loudly.  Do not be puffed up…”  But the article continued with a conclusion very much 

the opposite of Walton’s: “Remember you have done nothing at all.  You are just the same 

member of society you were last week… No man will think a bit higher of you because your 

complexion is the same as that of the victor in Reno.129 

No amount of black humility could have prevented the grenade of racism exploding.  On 

the train ride back east Johnson learned of the violence his victory had inspired.  Riots broke 

out from Los Angeles to Washington D.C.; most incidents of violence were sparked by whites 

attacking blacks, though many African Americans were reported to have fought in self-defense.  

Between eleven and twenty-six people were killed and hundreds wounded, most black.  The 

race-inspired violence was on a scale that would not be seen again until the assassination of Dr. 

Martin Luther King more than half a century later. 130  Johnson was saddened by the riots and 

denounced blacks who became too proud at his win and whites who felt the need to react to it. 

In the July 14th edition of the Age Walton responded to the violence.  Given his recent 

emotionalism with regard to Johnson, coupled with his hopeful expectations of the victory’s 
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impact on race relations, one might have expected Walton’s words to ring with alarm and 

sadness.  His take on the deaths of African Americans at the hands of reactionary whites was 

more than circumspect, it was optimistic.  Asking himself whether the fight result would 

“intensify race feeling” Walton responded: 

Being an optimist I can see more good resulting from the fight than to the 
contrary.  The contest at Reno should prove beneficial to both races.  Those of 
the white race who held the Negro cheap at all times will commence to regard 
the race to which Champion Johnson belongs in its proper light – a child race, 
while true, but having members who are capable of competing with other races 
in most every walk of life, providing an opportunity is given.  There is no doubt 
that the Negro will be accorded more respectful consideration.131 

Here Walton’s now habitual characterization of prizefighting as a contest between individuals 

melded with his uplift thinking.  Walton for the first time admitted that whites would not set 

aside racism when confronted with an exceptional black person, but then he equivocated.   The 

comments are similar to those he wrote a week earlier, though the tone is by small degrees less 

strong.  He was willing to characterize African Americans as a group as immature, which is 

different than holding them inferior.  It implies the possibility of maturation to become equal 

with whites.  This sentiment vividly recalled Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Compromise 

speech.  At the end of the day all uplift really requires was a chance to demonstrate one’s 

worth, and Walton held fast to this sentiment. 

Walton’s optimism and affection for Jack Johnson required him once again to frame the 

situation in a manner than pointed to social advancement for African Americans and shifted any 

blame for negative outcomes somewhere other than the shoulders (or pigment) of Johnson: 
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“But had Jeffries come out winner I venture to make the statement that the list of Negroes 

killed by white toughs would be three times as large as it is today… conflicts between the races 

would have been inevitable.”  Walton’s philosophical acceptance of the violence flatly 

contradicted his thinking of the prior week: “now that Johnson has won, there will be no 

trouble of a serious nature between the races.”   It seems any reader with a modicum of 

memory would have a hard time taking Walton seriously at this point.  Indeed, Walton still 

seemed unable to accept the seriousness of the situation: “What is particularly pleasing is that 

both races are taking the result of the fight in a becoming and praiseworthy manner…Despite 

the fact that a Negro is the undisputed champion of the world, the sun continues to rise and set 

and there are no evidences that the affairs of this great country are to be chaotic and unsettled 

because Johnson won.”132  Walton’s comments either indicated ignorance of the full degree of 

‘chaos’ tearing at the nation, or spoke to Walton’s essential failure to comprehend the gravity 

of the situation.   Still, Walton was faced with a calamity; perhaps his readers empathized with 

the difficulty of his task. 

Walton sought to reassure his readers that, however bad the violence seemed, it was 

not so bad in the grand scheme of things.  He pointed out that “in a general election more 

murders are committed and more brawls take place between whites of opposing political 

parties” than occurred as a result of the fight.133  Walton was not entirely wrong to point out 

violence that attended many elections; he might have also mentioned labor violence.  However, 

the riots and killings following Jack Johnson’s victory had a particular character; they were more 
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like a mass lynching than any kind of colorless political violence.   Perhaps Walton felt the best 

way to quell the situation was to denude it of any racial content, even at the risk of seeming out 

of touch.  Lynching may have been on his mind, as the lead editorial in the Dramatics section a 

few months later asked, “I cannot help but asking the question over and over – Is lynching 

symbolic of America?” 134   

One of Walton’s comments on the killings did have a certain logic:  “There is one thing 

the Negro must learn, and that is that races, as with individuals, must sacrifice in order to 

succeed.  Many races have lost thousands of people to gain a point.”   While it might not have 

been entirely fair to equate the current losses with the sacrifices made by other groups for 

social gain, the sentiment was not Walton’s alone.   William Pickens, president of the all-black 

Talladega College concurred: “It was a good deal better for Johnson to win and a few Negroes 

be killed in body for it, than for Johnson to have lost and Negroes to have been killed in spirit by 

the preachments of inferiority from the combined white press.”135  Whether Jack Johnson’s 

efforts in the ring had advanced the cause of black Americans remained to be seen.  Whatever 

the wider social impact, one thing was certain, and African Americans in North Carolina sang 

this truth: 

Amaze an' Grace, how sweet it sounds, 
Jack Johnson knocked Jim Jeffries down. 
Jim Jeffries jumped up an' hit Jack on the chin, 
An' then Jack knocked him down again. 
The Yankees hold the play, 
The white man pulls the trigger; 
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But it make no difference what the white man say, 
The world champion's still a nigger.136 

Physical violence was not the only consequence of the fight.  A movement was afoot to 

ban the fight film.  Walton took those who suggested this to task: “The attitude of the anti-fight 

picture clan reminds one of the hesitancy of mothers to put long trousers on their overgrown 

sons – fearing that the young men will become too fresh and mannish.”137  The following week 

Walton excerpted the corroborating words of Brand Whitlock, mayor of Toledo and author of a 

worshipful biography of Abraham Lincoln: 

For months newspapers, periodicals and magazines have been filled with 
intimate personal accounts of both fighters, giving as if it were of the last 
importance to humanity, the thoughts and opinions of defeated former 
pugilists…  Now after reveling for two months as a nation in all this, we 
experience a recrudescence of Anglo-Saxon morality and suddenly wake up to 
the fact that all this is brutal and likely to corrupt somebody…  Meanwhile in the 
tenements and slums of New York yearly, children are dying.  Furthermore, last 
year by the industrial machines of the country, half a million men were killed or 
maimed.  Why [are these not opposed while the fight film is]?  Because to 
oppose this kind of brutality is dangerous – economically dangerous.  [The race] 
question is not involved and it can’t be settled that way anyway.  For instance, I 
have no doubt Jeffries… could whip Booker T. Washington, or that Johnson could 
whip Tolstoy whenever he wanted.  Perhaps he could whip Colonel Roosevelt… 
Even if he did, nobody would say that that demonstrated the superiority of one 
race over the other.  The steps taken to prohibit moving pictures of the late 
decline of the Caucasian race are perfectly proper… in Southern cities where 
color feeling runs so high that even the display of the photographs may be 
expected to precipitate violence between whites and blacks.  On the other hand, 
the efforts of the Society of Christian Endeavor to bar the pictures from Europe, 
Australia and the whole United States show a spirit of overtolerant moderation 
which is painful…138 
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Whitlock’s plea may have been the most eloquent denunciation of banning fights films uttered 

in the days following the prizefight. 

Walton’s next Johnson article consisted of a short preface before a lengthy reprinting of 

a Bat Masterson article from the Morning Telegraph.   As usual, Masterson was unconcerned 

with Johnson’s racial heritage, except to warn Johnson against flaunting white women in public.  

“The American people will not stand to have their hand forced too much in matters of this 

kind.”  The warning would prove prophetic.  Masterson offered further advice regarding 

Johnson’s fast lifestyle, but only as it pertained to his athletic readiness.  The former gunslinger 

had many kind words for Johnson, complimenting him on his personality and intelligence, 

though he allowed that “he lacks in no small degree a sense of proportion.  He is the 

sublimation of vanity.  He wants to dress in the center of the stage at all times… Moreover, he is 

not overly burdened with gratitude.”139 

The two most recent Johnson articles were largely reprints of other people’s words. 

While Walton may have been exhausted of writing about Johnson himself, one can see how 

thoroughly he relied on the words of others for information about Johnson.  Quoting other 

writers was a habit for Walton, though he tended to be more liberal in his borrowings when 

reporting on Johnson.  It is understandable that he would look to better connected 

sportswriters like Masterson for facts and insights.  At the very least Masterson was able to 

travel to the fights and spend time in the fighters’ camps.  He refereed prizefights and was truly 

regarded as an expert on the subject.  Still, one might begin to wonder just how much of 
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Walton’s thinking as expressed in his editorials (both covering theater and boxing) was original, 

and how much had been borrowed. 

Up to this point in his writings on Johnson, Walton presented the fighter as an 

example of strength and character on the part of a black man.  Johnson was a somewhat 

complicated figure who did not entirely fit with Walton’s very narrow vision of the 

proper public image of African Americans, but Walton found ways to excuse his failings, 

blaming them on his chosen career, circumstance and the perniciousness of racism.  The 

difficulties Walton faced arose out of his subscription to uplift thinking, his need to use 

Johnson for the purpose overturning racism – a use for which Johnson was neither well 

fitted nor interested in serving. 

Though it was well within Walton’s custom to excerpt the work of others for his boxing 

coverage, the latest two examples were unusually devoid of editorial comment by the 

Dramatics editor.  Very brief comments preceded both long quotes, and neither scans as if it 

were written by Walton.  In both instances there appear only a few lines introducing the 

borrowed material.  Had Walton taken a break from his duties and left instructions to continue 

coverage of the Johnson story in this way?  His previous reliance on the work of Masterson 

certainly implies he would have felt comfortable with such a directive. 

Adding to the mystery, in both editions of the Age there are no bylined articles by 

Walton.  His name remained on the masthead of the section, but no article was attributed to 

him.  The theatrical editorials in the Dramatics section are unusual as well, as they concern 

themselves only with the theater rather than serving as vehicles for critique of the race 

implications of theater topics.  Walton’s byline is absent until September 29, 1910, when it 
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appears under the “In the World of Sport” column.  Walton’s familiar style is bent to editorials 

on basketball and baseball.140  The next week’s Dramatics section also shows his byline only 

over the sports coverage.  During this period letters to the Sporting editor, and separately the 

Dramatics editor, began to appear with some frequency.  Articles became much shorter 

throughout the Dramatics section.  Walton mentioned boxing on February 16, 1911 in a 

disparaging way: “The class of people that supports basketball games played between our 

colored clubs does not attend to see a prizefight, and young men of education and refinement 

should not forget as to make themselves obnoxious.”141  The question of who was writing the 

articles for the Dramatics section at this time is open to debate.  The February 16 edition of the 

Age is noteworthy, as Walton’s picture no longer appears next to the section heading.  He is still 

listed as editor.142   Readers appear to have thought Walton was still hard at work, as a letter to 

the editor published on March 21 made reference to an article written by him.  The article in 

question had no byline and, as with so many others in this period, does not reflect his usual 

style.  The following weeks saw the Dramatics section fill with increasing numbers of 

advertisements as the number of editorials diminished.  Between letters to the editor and ads, 

the April 20 edition has hardly any original writing about sport and theater at all.  The May 25 

edition contains a theater editorial that has a familiar style, but no byline.  The June 15 edition 

has an article about colored fighters, but it is an excerpt from writing by W.W. Naughton.143  By 
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June 1911 other authors were appearing in theater bylines.  Walton’s byline appeared only 

occasionally, and it was usually associated with articles about baseball. 

Was Walton busy with other duties?  Was he in fact writing the theater editorials that 

appeared with no byline?  Had Walton grown weary of the Jack Johnson story?   Johnson was 

certainly still a newsworthy subject; he was performing in theaters, which seems a logical story 

for Walton to cover.  He was also racing cars and consorting with white women.  Could Walton 

simply not bring himself to write the negative stories he would be compelled to write by 

covering these things?  Johnson had been drafted to speak in churches on behalf of a number 

of political nominees.  Was Walton irritated as before by Johnson’s speaking from the pulpit?  

Or had Booker T. Washington himself silenced Walton?  Johnson had become an outspoken 

critic of Washington by this time; speaking before the Bethel A.M.E. Church in the fall of 1910 

Johnson denounced both Roosevelt and Washington: 

“Mr. Roosevelt, he travels on one thing,” roared Johnson.  “He ate dinner 
with Booker T. Washington.” A thump of the fist imperiled the Bible stand.  “It’s 
one of the greatest honors for a colored man to sit with a white family, but it’s 
an insult for a white man to take a colored man in a private room for meals.  Let 
Roosevelt be sincere from the heart and say, ‘Booker, come dine with my wife 
and family.’  But when he dines ‘alone,’ he is not a man.144 

Johnson’s characterization of the meal was not entirely correct.  Roosevelt’s wife and daughter 

were present for the meal.  Regardless, Johnson had now taken aim at arguably the most 

powerful black leader in the country – certainly the most powerful man associated with the 

Age. 
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The questions are fascinating, but answers may never be forthcoming.  Susan Curtis’ 

description of Walton as a ‘ghost’ makes particular sense when considering this year in which 

Walton’s presence was vaguely felt, but never seemed very substantial.  Though the Age would 

not list Walton as managing editor until 1915, his letterhead apparently indicated this title as 

early as 1913.145  Perhaps the most mundane solution to the mystery is the right one: Walton 

had begun to take on greater duties for the paper.  He certainly had not fallen into any 

permanent disfavor with the publication, as his marriage to the daughter of Frederick Randolph 

Moore and continued relationship with the paper indicated.  Moore had taken over as editor 

and publisher of the Age after Washington formally invested in the paper in 1907.  Moore 

himself had caused Washington some displeasure in his editorial choices.  While Washington 

took a direct interest in editorial decisions at the paper, as revealed in his correspondence with 

Moore, he was never able to “command rigid adherence” to his political program.146  It is 

unlikely Washington condescended to involve himself with Walton’s editorial decisions. 

On July 6, 1911 Walton again wrote about Johnson.  One full year had passed since an 

article with his byline discussed the fighter in the Dramatics section.  Johnson had not fought 

again since his ill-fated date with Jeffries in Reno one year before, and he would not fight again 

until July 4, 1912.  This alone would not have kept Walton from writing about Johnson.  In any 

case, on this occasion Walton took the opportunity to look back to the events of one year 

previous and consider their fallout.  He seemed largely unconcerned with the growing search 

for a ‘great white hope’.  He explained this phenomenon away as human nature: 
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True, the Caucasian is searching every nook and corner for a “white hope,” but 
such activity is due principally to race pride.  Before Jack Johnson became 
champion heavyweight of the world the Negro was industriously looking for a 
“black hope.”147 

One will find the task of locating anything like a sustained effort of this sort prior to Jack 

Johnson’s becoming champion very difficult, but the impulse had existed.  Frederick Douglas 

had been known to say that Peter Jackson was “doing a great deal with his fists to solve the 

Negro question.”148   In any case, and despite the riots and murders that followed Jackson’s 

victory, Walton attributed the search for a ‘great white hope’ to race pride rather than racism. 

Walton went on to note that “the two races are living together on as friendly a basis as 

before the fight.” 149  Walton’s claim is accurate in the strictest sense.  There were 69 black 

people lynched in 1909, 67 in 1910 and 60 in 1911.150  On the one hand, Walton appeared to be 

minimizing any evil done to the cause of African Americans; on the other, he sounded a great 

deal like a Booker T. Washington styled accomodationist in doing so.  Walton still argued that 

Johnson’s victory had “caused the white race to entertain a higher respect for the Negro… Since 

the memorable contest he has awakened to the fact that ability is the chief factor in any 

struggle for superiority.”151  This was true enough among honest sports writers in terms of 

assessment of boxing ability, but this meant little in terms of respect in a wider sense.  Finally, 

Walton concluded his article with an admonition to Jack Johnson: 
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If the champion would at all times conduct himself out of the ring as admirably 
as he does while in the roped arena he would do far more to ameliorate racial 
conditions in this country.152 

Though his affection for the fighter still told in his editorials, this fondness was soon to endure 

its greatest test. 

On August 8, 1911 the Dramatics section was renamed ‘Dramatics and Athletics’. 

Walton’s byline appeared over the lead theater and the lead sports editorials.  Walton now 

began covering Johnson in earnest again, reinvigorated by the burgeoning obsession of the 

white public with a great white hope, signs the 

fighter would step into the ring again and 

rumors he might retire.   Johnson’s supremacy 

still gave Walton hope for all African Americans: 

“The situation should suggest to the whites that 

no race – black or white- can be headliners in 

everything indefinitely.”153  This statement is 

significant, in that it was Walton’s most 

moderate depiction of Jack Johnson’s meaning 

for the race to date.  Where before Walton had 

made bold, optimistic predictions, here he 

offered what amounted to a considered 
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philosophical recommendation.  This change in tone would not hold for the immediate future, 

but it foreshadowed Walton’s greatest editorial commentary on the fighter. 

After a year of ignoring Johnson, Walton returned with ten articles over the course of 

fifteen months.  The tone of these articles was positive, but lacked Walton’s previous passion 

and wild optimism.  In his next editorial, optimism would be utterly forgotten, though Walton’s 

passion would make an impressive return. 

In October of 1912 Walton had to face the reality that he could not always make 

excuses for his favorite boxer.  In an article entitled “Jack Johnson a Menace” Walton, like many 

black newsmen, accepted the fairness of Johnson’s facing prosecution for white slavery and 

expressed sadness at this one-time hero of black America having demonstrated himself to be 

an arrogant man of weak intellect.  He accused Johnson of having failed African Americans 

entirely: “Instead of lessening prejudice he has increased it.”  Unselfconsciously Walton then 

flirted with outright hypocrisy by writing, “It is unfortunate that… the entire race is subjected to 

criticism when one member does something discreditable.”154  It was not so long ago that 

Walton had held up Johnson as a symbol of racial strength just as he had applauded Booker T. 

Washington for increasing white estimation of black people generally.  Now his hero 

threatened to undermine everything Walton wished to project to whites about black America. 

Hypocrisy is a strong word with which to brand Walton, and, while accurate in this 

instance, it is perhaps not a useful characterization in terms of understanding his thought. 

From the beginning Walton’s writing about Johnson, like his writing about race in the context of 

theater, was very emotional.  Unsurprisingly, he desired very greatly for a solution to the race 
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problem.  Events that held even the ghost of a promise to move whites’ hearts and minds in a 

positive direction moved him to excitement and incautious predictions.  Unlike other black 

elites who made public pronouncements about Jack Johnson, Walton’s many writings allowed 

this emotion and the fluidity of his thinking to show through.   One might say he allowed the 

humanity of his thoughts to show through, with many of the imperfections, contradictions and, 

at times, rationalizations one sees with regularity in everyday life.  Unlike political leaders such 

as Du Bois and Washington, Walton had no formal ideology to protect, no national public image 

to maintain.  Washington could hardly have said anything about Johnson publicly other than to 

denounce him and still expect to maintain any credibility with regard to his philosophy of 

gradual, inoffensive advancement.   In this sense, Washington’s denouncements of Johnson 

become suspect; certainly they cannot be taken to represent the alpha and omega of his 

private thinking on the boxer.  Furthermore, Walton’s constant writing about Johnson provided 

insight into the complications of his own developing position; the infrequent, critical 

commentary of Washington and Wells reveals nothing of their thought process, but fits well 

with their already established public positions on matters relating to race. 

In this particular instance, Walton’s complaint mirrored that of Booker T. Washington, 

outlined in a speech given at a YMCA in Detroit very near this time: 

It is unfortunate that a man with money should use it in a way to injure his own 
people in the eyes of those who are seeking to uplift his race and improve his 
conditions… In misrepresenting the colored people of this country, this man is 
harming himself the least.  Jack Johnson has harmed rather than helped the 
race.155   
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These comments are interesting when compared to those of Walton.  While Walton, writing for 

a paper partly owned by Washington, seemed to be parroting the sentiment of the famed 

educator, there is a subtle difference in tone that might be seen as a dig at Washington.  

Walton certainly took Johnson to task for his behavior; indeed he was far harsher than was 

Washington.  But on the issue of just exactly who was responsible for the ill effects arising from 

Johnson’s image, Walton did not characterize white observers as “those who are seeking to 

uplift his race and improve his conditions.”  Instead, Walton began his concluding paragraph 

with Washington’s own “It is unfortunate” and continued “in this country that the entire race is 

subjected to criticism when one member does something discreditable.  It is not so with the 

white race…”156  Walton followed this with many lines illustrating the hypocrisy of whites who 

judged black people based on Johnson’s behavior.  He never relieved Johnson of guilt, but he 

also did not fully embrace Washington’s habit of blaming African Americans for the 

shortcomings whites attributed to them. 

Walton’s writing ignored Johnson for the next seven months.  He discussed a number of 

boxing topics, including a recent ring death, the possibility of a new ‘white’ championship being 

created and the fact that there were three black heavyweights (Joe Jeannette, Sam Langford 

and Sam McVey)157 other than Johnson who could likely beat any white fighter they faced.  
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Walton quoted Australian fight promoter Hugh McIntosh on the topic of Johnson:  “As for Jack 

Johnson, he is definitely out of it, whatever the outcome of this legal difficulties.”158 

In July Johnson received a passing mention in an article featuring Joe Jeannette, who 

was set to perform at Harlem’s Lafayette Theater.  A large photo of Jeannette posing in boxing 

trunks was featured in the center-top of the page. 159  The following week Jeannette was the 

star attraction in the lead article of Walton’s Dramatics section, though Walton did allow that, 

among the four black heavyweights at the top of his heavyweight rankings, Johnson ‘edged’ 

Jeannette out.  This effectively certified Jeannette as the best fighter in the world behind the 

beleaguered champion.  The recent reporting on Jeannette gave the impression Walton was 

positioning him to take the place of Jack Johnson for representing the race.  This conclusion is 

reasonable, as Walton’s writing about Johnson himself had appeared to this point truly derived 

from Johnson’s usefulness in advancing Walton’s racial arguments rather than from any clear 

interest in the sport.  Indeed, Walton had denounced the congregation of the Rush Zion Baptist 

Church for tacitly endorsing boxing in their inviting Johnson to speak from the pulpit.  

Unfortunately, Jeannette settled for a draw against Sam Langford the following October and 

then lost to Langford in December.   Walton neither reported the losses nor featured Jeannette 

again. 

Walton also included a somewhat confused commentary on Johnson’s possible yellow 

streak, noting that he might have one, but he had never been tested, which is to say he had 

never been hit hard enough to prove one way or another whether a hard blow would 
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demoralize the fighter.  This is the first time Walton admitted the possibility; as was often the 

case, his words ring similar to those of Bat Masterson, quoted previously in the Age.160   

The following month the Age was able to report that Johnson had expressed a desire to 

remain in Paris and ignore the ‘slave case’ in America.  The article appears under no byline and 

contains none of the editorial flavor readers would expect from Walton.161  The next two 

weeks’ boxing commentaries were of a similar style and devoid of a byline; they concerned the 

color line having been drawn by the New York State Athletic Commission (NYSAC).  These were 

followed by an article taking NYSAC to task for considering stripping Johnson of his title.  The 

editorial rings with Walton’s customary flair.  It has no byline, but the initials L.A.W. were added 

at the end of the article.  Of note in the editorial is Walton’s coming to terms with the 

champion’s extra-pugilistic activities: 

Pugilists do not forfeit their titles because of acts of indiscretion in private life.  If 
so, many white fighters would have been bared of their honors in the past.  And 
if Johnson is to be retired as champion heavyweight of the world, then Ty Cobb 
should lose distinction as the premier batter and base runner of the American 
League on account of his acts of rowdyism.  And some of our renowned actors 
and grand opera singers, whose names grace the billboards, should be relieved 
of their high standard as artists because of their hilarious mode of living.162 

This commentary ranks as among Walton’s most sober and convincing.  It is also a far cry from 

denouncing Johnson as a menace.  Instead Johnson appears in Walton’s editorial as a fairly 

typical elite entertainer or athlete with an outsized personal life.   Here Walton has finally 

leveled the issue of race.  Having first embraced Johnson as a kind of revolutionary black figure 
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whose actions in the ring could give the lie to racist ideology and win the hearts of white people 

everywhere, Walton has subsequently been forced to struggle with Johnson’s real impact on 

Whites.  Johnson remained the most notorious man in America.  For Walton, he was too large 

in the public eye to ignore.  Johnson’s own behavior rendered him dramatically unfit for the 

role Walton cast him in, but rather than simply denounce the man, Walton had recalibrated his 

thinking.  Johnson first appeared to Walton as a savior who would, alone, overturn racism. 

Now, Walton ascribed little agency to Johnson in this regard and, instead, by denuding the 

boxing issue of a racial component used the Jack Johnson story to impose his own argument for 

the illegitimacy of considering racial categories at all.   It is a major shift in his perspective that 

paints Johnson as one of many actors on the American stage and fixes Walton firmly in his role 

as critic of the national play.  No longer writing as a fan of a race hero, Walton now began to 

write more confidently as a man whose own thoughts on the matter might well be what 

impacted the race problem.  Significant as well is the absence of Walton’s habitual chiding, 

whether of Johnson or theater goers, for their behavior.  Rather than nagging black folks for 

failing to live up to his own standards, he now wrote more abstractly, implying racism was 

wrong, not because blacks aren’t inferior to whites, but rather because the categories were 

irrelevant. 

For scholars interested in Walton’s later work as a race man this shift, which is so clearly 

evident over the course of his writings about Johnson, is significant.  While asserting that 

Walton’s thinking about Johnson alone was responsible for his changing attitudes about race is 

clearly too far reaching an assertion, it is reasonable to consider that the issues Walton 

struggled with in regard to Johnson had a deep impact on his thinking.  At the very least 
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Walton’s essays in the Age reveal his changing mind.  Walton would decades later work to bring 

a more representative image of black experience to television.  His other work throughout his 

life was firmly framed in efforts to improve life for black Americans, but he sometimes argued 

against racial classification in ways that first appeared in his essays about Johnson.  He would 

insist, when employed as Minister to Liberia, that he be referred to as “American Minister” 

rather than “Negro Minister,” and he would argue that other public figures such as Jackie 

Robinson should not be singled out as a fine “Negro” baseball player.   Curtis, Walton’s 

biographer, correctly points out that Walton did not fully reject racial classification.  African 

Americans were clearly an oppressed group, and Walton worked against that oppression, 

identifying himself as a member of the group as he did so.  But he developed a strategic sense 

of when and how the framing of a person or an issue in racial terms was beneficial.  The 

unfolding of this template is revealed in Walton’s essays about Johnson. 163  

Five months later Walton reported on Johnson’s victory over Frank Moran in Paris.  The 

fight itself was roundly criticized for featuring a lackluster performance by Johnson against a 

woefully overmatched challenger.  As such, the fight hardly warranted attention.  Walton led 

with the story and devoted one-third of the Dramatics section to his extended editorializing on 

the event.  Walton took the usual potshots at white critics and complimented Johnson for his 

excellent business acumen; he also included a few mild and perfunctory comments about 

Johnson’s discretion. 164    
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Seven months passed before the Age’s Dramatics section saw another Johnson article. 

It appeared without a byline and consisted largely of quotes from retired boxer, George 

Munroe.  The ex-pugilist reassured fight fans that Johnson was in good shape both physically 

and financially.  He also noted that the champion had arrived in England with a desire to learn 

cooking; apparently he had perfected the art of baking tea biscuits.  The most interesting 

element of this story is that Johnson is reported to have paid for trans-Atlantic travel for twelve 

individuals who had visited England from America, but had run out of money.  Johnson was said 

to have loaned them money freely and shown little concern about being repaid.165  A story that 

might have concerned Johnson’s penchant for profligate spending was instead made into a 

story about his generosity. 

The next Johnson article, appearing just after Johnson lost his heavyweight crown to the 

white challenger, Jess Willard, was entitled “Merit, Not Color, Won.”  Though this would not be 

the last appearance of Johnson in the Age, this article represents Walton’s final, fullest 

expression of his thoughts on the beleaguered champ.  Three full columns were dedicated to 

Walton’s attempt to finally redeem Johnson and to turn racism on its head.  Walton 

congratulated Willard, who, as an individual man rather than a representative of the white 

race, rose to the occasion.  And as for the black race, Walton wrote, “I do not view the defeat… 

as a calamity for the Negro, but merely an accident.”166  This statement flatly contradicted the 

logic of Walton’s first article on Johnson and is a clear indicator of the evolution of his thinking 

over the past six years.  By this he meant it was incidental as a social issue; Walton took care to 
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indicate he felt Johnson tried his best and was simply beaten by a better man.   He even made 

use of the moment to turn social Darwinism, used so cruelly to justify African American’s 

inferior position in society, upside down: “I felt sorry –extremely sorry- that Johnson, a colored 

man, had lost the championship title to a white man; but believing in the survival of the fittest, 

whether he be black or white, I made the statement that I was glad the better man had 

won.”167  By denuding the theory of any application to society or classes of people and insisting 

that it held only for individuals, he adapted dominant white ideology in a way that 

demonstrated his own reasonableness while undermining the very ideology he borrowed.  

Walton noted that black people everywhere, and certainly in the streets of Harlem, 

were sad at the loss, but well-behaved.  This was in stark contrast to whites, who upon hearing 

the news of Johnson’s defeat of Jeffries had behaved with hatred toward African Americans, 

and recalled Walton’s depictions of blacks and whites in the audience for Johnson’s vaudeville 

debut six years previous.   Walton also absolved Johnson of his many sins, noting: 

The claim is made that Jack Johnson did not add dignity to his position while champion, 
owing to the unpleasant notoriety he received.  I assert, and without fear of 
contradiction, that Jack Johnson was persecuted with more zest and persistency than 
any fighter that ever lived.”  He was “maligned by the public and misrepresented by 

the press. 168  

Of course Walton himself was guilty of denouncing Johnson and of adding to his notoriety; he 

had accepted the trumped up charges of white slavery without question.   One can view Walton 

as a hypocrite in his treatment of Johnson and in other matters where his views changed over 

time.  One may also view this well-considered article on the occasion of Johnson’s defeat an 
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expression of Walton’s growing subtlety, both in his appreciation of the race issue and of his 

ability to treat a difficult matter in an effective and politic manner. 

Walton did more than simply point out Johnson had been unfairly prosecuted.  In 

assuring readers that Johnson had not thrown the fight and had given his all, Walton took the 

further step of redeeming Johnson’s character: 

Although the prevalent belief exists in this country that the caliber of a man is 
determined by the color of his skin, those of education and culture and who are 
real Christians, not hypocrites, know that CHARACTER, after all, counts most.  
And while the private life of Jack Johnson, into which the public has seen fit to 
incessantly pry, has not made him friends, he has always enjoyed the reputation 
of being on the level in the prize ring.169   

This passage is astonishing.  After years of struggling with Johnson and the criticism 

leveled at him by those who most clearly represented Walton’s worldview, Walton had at last 

escaped the gravity-well of uplift’s global preoccupation with the private lives of black 

Americans.  More than this, Walton was writing to rehabilitate Johnson’s reputation entirely.  

Walton capitalized every letter in the word ‘character’, a device he had not used before in the 

Age.  In this way he signaled that Johnson, in fact, had character of a sort that was to be 

respected.  Those who disagreed, though they be laymen or ministers, did not. 

Walton’s condemnation appeared to cut across the color line that Johnson had caused 

so much trouble by crossing.  Johnson not only infuriated whites - his support among African 

Americans had eroded significantly; Walton appears to have wished to redeem Johnson in the 

eyes of his black readers.   Washington’s (and Walton’s) suggestion that Johnson had done 
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more harm than good for the race had become a common sentiment in the press and in public. 

By fleeing punishment rather than fulfilling the role of martyr, Johnson had done little to 

encourage the belief that he was a victim.  Would a different course have altered the general 

perception of the fighter and his relationships with white women?  Perhaps, though, as with the 

fallout of the Jeffries fight, it is impossible to gauge the impact of Johnson’s actions on the 

momentum with which race imbued his circumstance.  In any case, when Jess Willard decided 

to draw the color line with regard to his championship, even the Chicago Defender, a black 

newspaper that had done much to encourage northward migration, now appeared to tacitly 

support the migration of African Americans to the geography of anti-Johnson feeling.  With a 

rhetorical nod of approval (“the thinking element in our race agree in the main with what he 

says”) the Defender quoted Willard’s explanation for his drawing the color line: 

Jack Johnson did more to hurt his people than Booker T. Washington did to help 
them.  I am not saying this in a mean way.  I’m not excusing white men for 
feeling that way.  I think it shows ignorance.  But lots of white men did feel that 
way.  Who doesn’t remember all the sickening “white hope” business?  And just 
as ignorant white men thought their race disgraced, so did a lot of ignorant 
colored men think that their race had been proved the better by Johnson’s 
victory.  That’s why I’m going to draw the color line.  I say this because I don’t 
want anybody to think that I’m doing it from any mean, petty little prejudice.170  

Willard’s unexpectedly sensitive comments certainly reflect racial realities.  They also ignore the 

fact that, among those fighters best positioned to beat him, some were black.  Sam Langford 

and Harry Wills could be understandably ducked for fear of tearing the scabs off the memory of 

Johnson’s championship tenure, but this conceals what may have been Willard’s true concern: 

losing.  Four years and two defenses later the matter was rendered moot by Jack Dempsey.  
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Following Dempsey’s defeat of Willard in 1919, Dempsey also drew the color line.  The 

accepted explanation for this is promoter Tex Rickard’s fear that a black champion would simply 

be bad for business. Rickard had promoted the Johnson-Jeffries fight, so the subsequent riots 

had been a personal matter for him. The future of boxing as a sport was at stake for Rickard, 

who in the next two years would lead an impressive campaign to legalize boxing and 

rehabilitate its image among society elites.  He had more than enough work ahead divorcing 

boxing in the public eye from its association with gambling and saloon culture. 
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION 

The Jack Johnson who appeared on page six of the New York Age on April 8, 1915 was a 

complicated, individual black man; a human, ultimately tragic figure who had struggled for his 

own dreams, asking permission and forgiveness of no one.  Far from representing any strength 

or failing in his race, he demonstrated the humanity of his own existence, whatever his color, 

whatever his deeds.  Reaction to his blackness defined the inadequacies of racism and the 

intellectual, emotional and moral impoverishment of whites who could not accept his 

accomplishment.   It also defined the limits of uplift ideology, which called for individual 

excellence on the part of black Americans, but only if that excellence fit a particular mold.  At 

the end of the day, Johnson chose to live outside any model of racial propriety.  He lived as a 

self-determined man.  He also lived in the perfect spirit of a boxer.  The boxer may please the 

crowd, but the first order of business is survival in a manner he can tolerate.  To use Bat 

Masterson’s term, Johnson was the ‘sublimation’ of this special kind of agency.  Lester Walton 

spoke for many black critics (and certainly the Washingtonian uplift crowd) when he wrote that 

if Johnson “would at all times conduct himself out of the ring as admirably as he does while in 

the roped arena he would do far more to ameliorate racial conditions in this country.”  The fact 

is that Johnson conducted himself at all times consistently; he lived according to his own talents 

and tastes.  As for ameliorating racial conditions in his country, Johnson exceeded them for 

himself.  He can be seen as an apolitical precursor to the ‘new Negro’ Hubert Harrison would 

valorize a year following Johnson’s defeat, but Jack Johnson was a far more rare kind of man. 
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He did not need Walton’s capital ‘N’ to dignify his heritage, and he did not need the cultural 

trappings prescribed by black elites in order that he might be doled out respect from 

appreciative whites. 

In Walton’s articles about Jack Johnson, one can see Walton struggling to cast 

Johnson in a role for which he was in some ways perfectly suited, but in other ways 

would always be miscast.  In his theater writings, or even his articles about non-theater 

topics, Walton could generally write as if speaking of a static subject.  He observed a 

play, noted the reaction of the audience, and offered his critique secure in the 

knowledge these things would never change.  They were history, and he was in the 

position of framing them for public consumption.  In all of his writings, however, Walton 

saw movement in the race issue.  His observations in the theater and in the life of 

Johnson all confirmed his optimism that the race problem in American would be 

resolved, perhaps sooner than later.   In the case of Jack Johnson, the act, the audience 

and the player all got second chances to either confirm or confound Walton’s expert 

assessment.  And they got third and fourth chances.  These facts may go some way to 

explaining Walton’s long obsession with the Jack Johnson story.  That Johnson was living 

and acting in a dynamic world, rather than performing in the confines of a stage, 

challenged Walton to reassess both his critique and his standards for criticism.  

Perhaps Walton simply admired Johnson’s courage. 

Long before Lester Walton wrote his great farewell to his champion, he had been forced 

to face Jack Johnson’s negative qualities.  These he had struggled with to the point of 
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denouncing the boxer as a menace.  Having lost Johnson as an exemplar of the image Walton’s 

uplift thinking demanded, Walton was finally able to treat Johnson as just one man.  In doing so 

he still found a way to turn racism back on whites.  In the end Walton appeared to argue that 

race was truly an irrelevant category, except in the minds of racist whites. 

In his final treatment of Johnson, Walton set aside his own harsh words 

regarding Johnson’s private life as he took white America to task for unjustly 

persecuting the man and embellishing any stories that indicated unsavory character.  By 

admitting Johnson’s faults to a degree while maintaining the import of his 

accomplishments as an individual rather than as a representative of the race, Walton’s 

thinking on race had significantly evolved. Walton’s writings from 1908 to 1915 reveal a 

dedicated race man struggling with his own understanding of the race problem as much 

as he struggled with the problem itself.  His obsession with Jack Johnson, though it 

reflected the passions of so many who placed their hopes with the boxer, threatened at 

times to undermine the message to which he so dearly clung.  

Lester Walton, more than any other African American, elite or not, has in his 

collected writings left a chronicle of the impact of Johnson on the hearts and minds of 

black Americans.  No person’s views on any topic can be seriously thought to reflect the 

mind of a people, but Walton’s writings do provide insights that are simply not to be 

found in the words of the few other privileged black voices to have survived.   His essays 

reveal the furious work people engage in to accommodate reality to their beliefs.  They 

also reveal the tremendous problem Jack Johnson posed to all black Americans who 

hoped for civic, economic and political equality.   Walton was only beginning a 
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fascinating and important career as this chapter of his life closed, but this brief period 

offers a tantalizing look at the development of the racial thinking of a man who would 

serve as an important civil rights advocate and diplomat for his country in a world at 

war. 
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